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A. Executive Summary
This report was compiled by four second-year SAIS students concentrating on energy
and environment issues, policies, and international economics. It was commissioned
by GIZ-Tunisia as part of SAIS’s second year ERE practicum consulting course.
The goal of the project was to recommend policies to improve the deployment of
rooftop solar PV and energy efficiency in the Tunisian buildings sector (residential
and non-residential). The team performed an in-depth comparison between Tunisia
and Egypt, Morocco, Vietnam, the U.S., and Germany on best practices and policies
to deploy residential solar for application to the Tunisian approach. Additionally, the
team evaluated various non-residential uses cases for distributed solar in Tunisia and
ranked them to determine the most applicable ones for the Tunisian context. Finally,
the team analyzed specific questions on evaluating the practice of bulk PV purchases,
Plug and Play (PnP) systems, and energy efficiency (EE) mechanisms.
We identified several key recommendations from the country case study analysis of
residential solar PV applicable to Tunisia, which are highlighted in Table 4:
·

Promote solar energy kits to low-income households to provide an additional
avenue to deploy solar while supporting a customer demographic that
otherwise would be unable to install rooftop solar.

·

Strengthen the local EPC market to support the distributive solar market and
increase its overall deployments.

·

Create a government maintained solar website that vets and lists installation
companies to decrease information barriers and reduce transaction costs.

·

Reduce credit constraints on households by offering opportunities for
equipment and rooftop leases.

·

Develop a “one-stop shop” platform to aggregate regulatory information,
approvals, and subject matter expertise for developers, banks, and consumers.

·

Encourage foreign direct investment (FDI) in the sector by reducing local
content rules and offering import incentives.

·

Develop an exclusive financing facility for renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects that can streamline both concessional and commercial
financing for such projects, to ultimately develop into a green fund that can
complement the government’s energy transition fund. The financing facility
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can channel capital through local banks and provide technical assistance to
assess project risks for green projects.
·

Provide tax credits to consumers for solar installations and modify the
existing net energy metering legislation to allow households to receive
monetary payment for electricity sent back to the grid.

For the non-residential sector, we developed an assessment and ranking framework
to identify the most attractive use cases for the Tunisia context. Each use case was
scored out of 9 and the average was 6.3 representing notably favorable conditions for
non-residential use cases in Tunisia. The top three highest ranked use cases were
mosques (8/9), municipal level and government buildings (8/9) and hotels/tourism
(7.5/9). Based on the designed ranking system, these three use cases represent
the most feasible and are believed to have the largest impacts in Tunisia. Mosques
and government buildings ranked high in our use case assessment because of their
significant market size and applicability to Tunisia. Table 6 provides a summary of the
ranking for all use cases.
For mosques, our research shows that successful financing mechanisms have been
where the government provides up to 50% of the costs through a grant (covered
equally by the religious and energy ministries) and the remaining 50% coming from
the mosque community. A focus on leveraging mosques as an educational vehicle
to disseminate information on climate change and decarbonization has also been
successful.
For government buildings, the main mechanisms to scale rooftop solar are to deploy
rooftop solar directly or through rooftop leases with financing from subsidized
government loans or grants.
For hotels and the tourism sector, we propose that an eco-tourism branding strategy
is implemented that supports deploying rooftop solar, solar water heating and energy
efficiency measures on tourism premises. Luxury and other large hotels in Tunis
would be well positioned to procure commercial financing for rooftop solar; other
entities with capital constraints would benefit from leases and other financing options.
The commercial and industrial (C/I) sector, despite significant potential, requires
substantive regulatory support to de-risk the investment climate. Small-medium
enterprises (SMEs) face significant credit constraints and prioritize short-payback
period investments when they do not have the ability to lease systems or contract
through an energy services provider, while larger firms who have the financial
capability and incentive to switch to rooftop solar may be unable to do so due to
existing rules that limit special purpose vehicles (SPVs) and private-to-private sale
of electricity.
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In the last section we look at policy options for energy efficiency, PnP systems and
the follow-on phase for PROSOL ELEC. It highlights the role of financial incentives
across the solar PV value chain (from developers to consumers) and discusses
specific implementation strategies.

The key recommendations from this section, also summarized in Table 9 and Table 10,
are:
·

Tunisia should consider the creation of a government owned energy services
company (ESCO) to manage energy savings contracts and pay for energy
efficiency measures implemented in government buildings. A government
owned ESCO can also help catalyze the market for private ESCOs and
provide energy efficiency as a service, financed by energy savings from
implementing the measures.

·

The deployment of <1 KW PnP systems should be based on a careful
accounting of costs, the distribution of those costs, and available substitutes.
PnP systems shift the cost of electricity provision from the utility to
development partners and consumers, eliminate oversizing risk, and reduce
credit constraints. However, they are relatively expensive on a per KWh basis
compared to alternatives (grid electricity, mini-grids, traditional rooftop solar)
and their small size limits their value when household demand increases.

·

Bulk purchasing of traditional rooftop solar system components offers both
cost benefits and ancillary benefits to beneficiaries. Specifically, GIZ can
procure individual system components and work with an industrial association
to distribute parts. In tandem, they can provide technical assistance, data
collection, and broader deal negotiation for the industrial association and
specific beneficiaries in conjunction with the disbursement. Bulk purchasing
of PnP systems, on the other hand, may reduce costs, but not in a significant
manner as existing PnP system providers already procure systems in bulk
and act as aggregators, rather than system manufacturers.

·

PROSOL ELEC should be expanded to (a) other credit-constrained
consumers in the commercial sector and (b) utilize alternative financing
mechanisms to reduce the financial burden of the program (such as loan
guarantees, first-loss financing, and results-based financing as opposed to
just direct loans). More broadly, the PROSOL Elec programs (and similar
subsidized loan programs) could be restructured to take the form of a green
bank with a general mandate to provide small to medium scale financing to
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.
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The report is organized as follows:
Section A provides an overview of the project and the specific requests from GIZTunisia to provide the focus of the research and report.
Section B outlines the essential background information for Tunisia to level set the
current situation. This includes essential political and economic events that impact the
electricity sector, an overview of the current functioning of the energy and electricity
sector, current policies and institutions in place addressing distributive solar and the
current state of solar in the country.
Section C addresses residential solar and is comprised of the country case studies.
It starts by outlining the goal for this section and why each country was picked.
From there, Egypt, Morocco, Vietnam and the USA/Germany international approach
are each analyzed in separate sections. An overview and history of their electricity
market is provided first, followed by a summary of the renewable energy and solar
PV legislation that has been and is being used to further deploy residential solar
in the country. Each country wraps up with an applicability to Tunisia section that
provides recommendations for how successful policies or programs in the country
being researched could help further the Tunisian approach and goals. The section
concludes with two tables summarizing the main information and recommendations
included in the section.
Section D provides an overview of non-residential solar use in Tunisia and the overall
opportunities and constraints in the sector. We evaluated 14 use cases in detail and
provided advantages and disadvantages or best practices from other contexts for
the specific use case. A case ranking formula is developed, explained, and applied
to these 14 use cases to rank them within the Tunisian context. A single composite
score is given for each. The section concludes with a table summarizing the best
supporting policies for the use cases that were found through the research phase.
Section E is a cross-cutting section that provides recommendations based on targeted
research questions that were a part of the second phase of the project scope of
work. Specifically, we review the feasibility of energy efficiency policies in Tunisia, the
role of PnP systems in meeting rural-residential electricity demand, and the potential
opportunities for bulk-purchasing of PV equipment. Lastly, the team concludes
with recommendations for potential modifications and expansions of PROSOL
ELEC Économique to maximize deployment of GHG reduction technologies while
maximizing program financial sustainability.
Section F concludes the report.
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B. Introduction
1. Project Overview

The project’s goal is to promote solar panel installations and EE in the buildings
sector. There are three major components of this analysis:
·

Assessment of different case studies and policy approaches used and relied
upon in different countries and regions

·

Analysis and scoring of different non-residential use-cases for Solar PV,
along with targeted policies for these specific use cases

·

Targeted research questions as part of the second workstream of the
project scope of work, which aims to analyze changes and additions to the
current policy mechanisms related to energy efficiency, PnP systems, bulkpurchasing, and concessionary finance

This report will ultimately contribute to the overall knowledge management of the
Building NAMA and enable its institutional partners to benchmark Tunisia’s experience
at the regional and international level, while presenting potential from international
best practices.
Table 1: Project Workstreams
Workstream #1
Residential solar country case studies

Egypt, Morocco, Vietnam, USA-California, Germany

Non-residential use cases

C/I, Municipalities, Hospitals, Universities, Mosques

Workstream #2
Bulk purchase of ≤1kW PV systems
Evaluate possible additions to the
current
approach

PV Plug ‘n’ Play-Systems
Extending Building NAMA scope to EE technologies
Design elements for the follow-on phase of PROSOL
ELEC Économique
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2. Methodology

·

Literature review: We began by researching and understanding the Tunisian
electricity market, the current state of distributed solar, and the policies
and regulations in place to support distributed solar deployment. This was
a crucial first step as this foundation was then used to understand how
the country case studies, non-residential use cases, and specific policies
analyzed could apply to Tunisia. We then examined specific countries (for
residential solar) and use cases (for non-residential solar) through extensive
research from literature reviews and expert interviews.

·

Expert interviews: We engaged various regional and subject matter experts
to dive deeper into understanding specific issues in scaling rooftop solar in
Tunisia and the peer countries, which helped shape our recommendations.
These experts were often the authors of literature being reviewed and were
experts on the region, use case of interest, specific policy mechanism, or
regulation being researched. We completed 29 interviews and reached out
to 84 individuals in total.

·

In country visit: The team visited Tunisia in March 2022, visiting two cities –
Tunis and Sfax. In Tunis, the team was able to meet with the GIZ team and
discuss the report progress. By presenting our results to GIZ and its partners,
we received crucial feedback that was integrated into and strengthened our
recommendations. During our trip to Sfax, we visited a solar manufacturing
facility, a solar project on a municipal government building and a solar
project demonstration at an engineering university. The GIZ personnel in
Sfax and individuals present during these visits provided significant insights
into implementing rooftop solar in government buildings and hospitals.

C. Tunisian Background
To effectively meet the project goals, we analyzed the economic, political, and social
situation within Tunisia and how it has impacted the electricity sector. Furthermore,
we provide a background on electricity market and energy sector in Tunisia, the
current state of solar power in Tunisia, and the setup of the National Adaptation and
Mitigation Action facility for the buildings sector. This section will help set the stage for
our research in terms of situating Tunisia among its peers for the country case study
analysis, as well as assessing how certain policy incentives might be more favorable
than others for Tunisia.
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1. Political and Social Context

The Covid-19 pandemic has sparked social unrest throughout the country, leading
to political turmoil. The economy was hit hard by the pandemic and global recession,
flaring discontent across the country. Since the 2011 revolution, which was ignited
by high unemployment, inflation, corruption, lack of political freedoms and poor living
conditions, the Tunisian government has operated as a unitary semi-presidential
representative within a multi-party democracy. However, since July 2021, the
government has been in a state of transition while attempting to respond to said
discord. Accordingly, focus within high levels of government remains heightened on
these transitions.
2. Economic Context

Understanding the financial situation of Tunisia and its political focuses, as driven
by its economic and social context, is important when evaluating potential
government roles and actions within the decarbonization transition. Tunisia entered
the Covid-19 pandemic with both slow growth and rising debt levels; thus, the
economic crisis’s impact on the Tunisian economy has been intense. According
to the IMF, GDP growth declined by 8.8% in 2020, higher than its regional peers,
and unemployment rose from a pre-pandemic level of 15% to 17.8% in Q1 20211.
This has led to increased fears and realizations of poverty with the number of poor
and vulnerable people, as defined with a threshold of less than $5.50 per person
per day, expected to have risen from 16.7% in 2019 to 20.1% in 2021. Importantly,
both the account deficit and fiscal deficits remain elevated. The account deficit in
2020 was at 6.8% of GDP whereas the fiscal deficit reached 10% of GDP, driven
by the decline in economic activity, tax deferral programs and Covid-19 program
response costs2. Public debt is predicted to have risen from 72% of GDP in 2019
to 87% of GDP in 2020, well above the 70% benchmark for emerging market debt
burden3. Furthermore, the wage bill was said to increase to almost 17.5% of GDP
highlighting the continued challenge of containing civil service pay and adding to
spending pressure4. The IMF provided a $745 million emergency assistance loan to
Tunisia in in April 2020 to help fund their policy response to the Covid-19 pandemic5.
This financial situation suggests that a large amount of public funds to support the
deployment of rooftop solar could be difficult to secure and maintain. Furthermore,
households currently have less access to discretionary capital that could be used
to install household solar and are likely focusing on how to weather the challenging
economic conditions. Creative solutions to incentivize and fund solar installations
within this context will be needed.
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3. Energy Sector and Electricity Market Overview

Tunisia is currently a net energy importer, with most energy imports coming from
Algeria. In 2018, total energy import dependency in Tunisia was 60%, compared
to 8% in 20106. 57% of natural gas is imported from abroad7 and total natural gas
imports have increased by over 400% since 20008. Given this import dependence,
there is a strong interest domestically in increasing the renewable penetration in
Tunisia’s electricity grid. Currently, 93.4% of electricity comes from natural gas and
6.6% from renewable energy sources, including 240 MW of wind, 77 MW solar PV
and 62 MW of hydro9.
Tunisia’s energy transition is based on the implementation of the Energy Management
strategy with two components: the increase of energy efficiency and the development
of renewable energy, such that the main targets are achieved. The main objectives
of this strategy are:
·

Energy efficiency: Strengthen policies and measures for the rational use of
energy to reduce overall primary energy consumption by 30% in 203010,
compared to the baseline scenario

·

Renewable energy: Increase the share of renewable energy in the electricity
production mix to reach 30% in 2030

While this is an ambitious goal given the current renewable penetration, Tunisia does
have significant natural endowments that support achieving this objective. Notably,
Tunisia offers an average global horizontal irradiation of approximately 1,850 kWh/
m2/year. Tunisia solar potential ranges from 1800 kWh/m² per year in the North to
2600kWh/m² per year in the South11 as seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Solar Energy Potential in Tunisia
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To understand how the government of Tunisia can achieve its goal, it is useful to
layout a basic context of the regulatory environment in the electricity sector. The
Tunisian electricity sector is organized as a vertically integrated monopoly managed
by STEG (Tunisian Company of Electricity and Gas) which is under the purview of
the Ministry of Energy, Mines, and the Energy Transition (MEMTE). STEG controls all
transmission and distribution assets, and nearly all generation assets, with a limited
number of independent power producers (IPPs) that have existed since 199612. STEG
serves customers on three tiered voltages: the low voltage (LV) grid, medium voltage
(MV) grid, and high-voltage (HV) grid. The LV grid primarily consists of households
and SMEs and functions the same way as a traditional distribution network. The MV
and HV grids operate like a traditional transmission network, in addition to serving
commercial and industrial clients.
The Interdepartmental Commission for Independent Power Production is the interministerial body that serves as the de facto regulator of STEG, given it is responsible
for suggesting terms and rules for IPP concessions. However, in large part, utility
rules and regulations are determined by MEMTE. ANME (National Agency for Energy
Control) also sits under MEMTE and is responsible for executing policies specifically
relating to energy efficiency and clean energy.
The electricity sector in Tunisia is characterized by the following additional features:
·

The household electrification rate is 99.8%, and electricity demand has had
a consistent annual increase of around 5% over the last decade13. However,
expansion in generation capacity has slowed down by 3.5% compared to the
preceding decade14.

·

Due to heavily subsidized (non-marginal cost reflective) electricity tariffs, STEG
has had a negative net profit since 2010, reaching a total of TND1.8 billion in
2017 (US$735 million) or 42 percent of total revenues15. In 2018, average
tariffs (at 190 millimes/kWh before tax or US$0.077/kWh) accounted for only
74 percent of total costs16. This has made STEG the largest loss maker among
Tunisia’s 20 biggest SOEs17. As a result, STEG requires significant subsidies
from the federal government to maintain financial solvency.

·

Technical and non-technical losses have steadily increased from approximately
10% in 2011 to just over 18%18. While all of STEG’s clients are metered,
electricity theft and nonpayment has been a growing challenge.

·

Electricity consumption is well distributed between the commercial and service
sector, households, and industrial firms as shown in Figure 2:
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Figure 2: Electricity Consumption by Sector19
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The Tunisian government has implemented a series of reforms to better tackle the
challenges in the electricity sector.
·

Tariff Reform: STEG began increasing tariffs on electricity consumers in
2015, when it removed all subsidies for industrial clients20. The government
of Tunisia announced intentions of eliminating energy subsidies by 202221,
though planned tariff increases were suspended due to the economic effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic22.

·

IPP and Distributed Generation Legislation: In 2015, the Tunisian government
established a framework to allow private investment in renewable energy
projects. Pathways for private sector participation in renewable energy
generation were as follows:
o Concession Scheme: Projects under this scheme are utility scale projects
that sell electricity to STEG, with a fraction allowed for international
export. MEMTE grants a concession to developers following a public call
for tenders and then negotiates a power-purchase agreement with the
winning concessionaire. Notably, the template PPA does not include a
sovereign payment guarantee or other standard allowances for potential
developers (as defined by IFC’s Scaling Solar PPA template). As of
December 2020, Tunisia has authorized two solar projects of 50 MW
each, two solar projects of 100 MW each, and one solar project of 200
MW23.
o Authorization Scheme: This scheme applies to smaller scale IPP projects
on the MV/HV grid that are not a part of formal concession schemes but
are designed primarily for selling electricity to STEG. They are subject
to a two- year agreement with STEG that can be extended as necessary.
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These agreements have been easier to negotiate than concession
scheme projects, due to their smaller scale and reduced complexity. As
of December 2020, Tunisia has awarded private companies 18 solar
projects of 10 MW each and four wind projects of 30 MW each through
this scheme24.
o Self-Consumption Scheme: Projects under the self-consumption
scheme can be connected to the LV or MV grid, with slightly different
regulations between the two. Specifically, LV self-consumption projects
are only valid for one year (upon which they can be renewed annually),
while MV projects are valid for 20 years25. For projects connected to the
LV grid, the capacity cannot exceed that of the STEG subscriber. MV
grid projects can sell some electricity back to the grid, though STEG
will not purchase more than 30% of annual production. Lastly, MV grid
customers can receive wheeling services to areas of consumption for a
fee, though this is not allowed on the LV grid. Through December 2020,
a total of 79 MW of solar energy capacity was installed and connected
to the low voltage grid and 36 MW of capacity was connected to the
medium voltage grid26.
·

Creation of the Energy Transition Fund: The Energy Transition Fund was
formed in 2017 to support the growth of renewable energy investments. The
fund provides grant funding for renewable energy projects, but it is also legally
allowed to provide debt and equity financing to private developers.

·

Tentative Legislation to Allow Private to Private Sale: Legislation approved
in 2018 but not yet implemented by MEMTE would allow private developers
to sell electricity to private consumers and allow developers to form a SPV
to acquire non-recourse financing for this scheme. STEG has delayed policy
implementation out of concerns it could further exacerbate liquidity problems
and that private-to-private sale of electricity could prove a threat to their current
business model. Private sector stakeholders have also been told that separate
(draft) legislation to allow aggregation of residential consumers would face a
similar fate, out of concern that even if these systems would improve STEG’s
bottom-line, such business models could expand into the commercial and
industrial sectors.

4. Institutional Overview of the NAMA Building Sector

Tunisia’s Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) has a goal of reducing the
carbon intensity of its GDP by 41 percent by 2030 compared to the base year 2010,
as well as have renewable energy capacity of 30% by 2030. To achieve these goals,
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five NAMAs (Nationally Appropriate Mitigated Actions) were developed, including
one for the buildings sector. The building sector represents about 22% of final energy
consumption and is expected to increase to 35% by 2030 due to population growth
and rising living standards in Tunisia, highlighting the importance of the Building
NAMA.
In 2015, ANME developed the building sector NAMA entitled “Energy management
in the building sector in Tunisia” in collaboration with the German Ministry of the
Environment. Building NAMA is designed to support Tunisia’s uptake of energy
efficiency and renewable energy measures across the building sector. The NAMA
Support Program (NSP) was designed to provide institutional and financial support
to facilitate projects under Building NAMA and address barriers to the adoption and
expansion of energy efficient and renewable energy technologies in the sector.
Building NAMA supports the government in promoting solar energy and cutting GHG
emissions in the building sector. The project is based on three pillars27:
·

Implementing the PROSOL ELEC and PROSOL ELEC Economique national
programs that promote photovoltaic panel adoption in households

·

Supporting the market expansion of solar water heaters (PROSOL SWH)

·

Developing market mechanisms for residential roof insulation (PROMO ISOL)
Figure 3: Institutional organization of the NAMA facility

NAMA Support
Facility (Building
NAMA)

ELEC

Economique

PROSOL
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Social
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The PROSOL program has multiple subprograms under it, targeting different customers
and stakeholders including programs for solar water heaters and insulations (as
noted above through the PROSOL SWH and PROMO ISOL programs). For rooftop
solar, the subprograms are implemented based on the electricity consumption of
each subgroup, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: PROSOL Programs by subgroups

1. PROSOL ELEC
The PROSOL ELEC program was started by the government in 2010-11 to increase
uptake of solar PV in the residential sector through installations of rooftop solar. The
program allows households using more than 1,800 kWh of electricity per annum to
buy and install a PV system with minimal upfront investment and loan repayment
done directly through the bi-monthly electricity bill. The households are eligible for
a 7-year loan at the market interest rate, disbursed by the participating local banks.
The preliminary experimental phase to prepare the sector and various players was
launched in 2010-2011 with the aim of reaching an installed capacity of 1.5 MW. At
the end of 2013, the PROSOL ELEC program had equipped 1,650 households with
solar for an installed capacity totaling approximately 4 MWp. Following the success
of the pilot phase, the Tunisian State decided to renew the PROSOL ELEC program,
which mainly targeted upper-middle income and high-income households. At the end
of 2019, nearly 3,400 households had been fitted with photovoltaic panels, achieving
a total installed capacity of around 11,298kWp.
The PROSOL ELEC program has also enabled the development of a new sector
of activity, through the creation of a network of companies installing photovoltaic
systems. At the end of 2019, ANME had 362 approved installation companies, of
which around 100 are still active.
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2. PROSOL ELEC Economique
Following the success of PROSOL ELEC, the Tunisian government set up the
PROSOL ELEC Economique program to democratize access to PV technology to
middle-income households. As part of the PROSOL ELEC Economique program,
qualifying households would be eligible for an equipment CAPEX subsidy and
subsidized loan to increase the affordability of these systems for the households.
Among qualifying households, more than one million households are in the tariff
band of 1 & 2 kilovolt-Ampere (kVA), while more than 800,000 households belong to
the normal band (> 2 kVA).
This category represents about 50% of STEG’s low voltage customers. Targeting
this segment of consumers improves both the energy security of these households
and can help reduce the subsidy burden on STEG and the government. To expand
access to PV systems to this customer segment, small size residential PV systems
were made eligible by the Tunisian Electric Utility to facilitate the connection of the
PV systems to the grid.
Therefore, a larger range of solar PV systems with capacities between 600 Wp and
1,200 Wp will be eligible under PROSOL ELEC Economique. The technology choices
will be based on the individual household’s yearly electricity use prior to subscription.
However, since the target segment is middle income households, it is essential for
the monthly loan repayment to be less than or equal to the gains on the bill of the
target households, which is made possible by the following changes to the financing
mechanism under PROSOL ELEC, by extending the credit term to 10 years instead
of the current 7 years and decreasing the interest rate on credit to 3% versus market
rate of 9%. The PROSOL ELEC Economique program incentives are as follows:
·

Technology subsidy. The subsidy depends on the PV system’s electricity
output and has a minimum subsidy amount. The installing company receives
this subsidy directly from ANME after -validation of the correct installment
through STEG.

·

Long-tenured loan: A 10-year loan granted by a local bank to the customer,
to be repaid through regular STEG’s electricity bills payment. The local bank
pays for installing company’s PV system in full once the installation is approved
by STEG. In this, NAMA-co-financed households will subscribe to one of
the following loans according to PV systems to be installed; EUR 620,8 for
Category 1 PV installations and EUR 931,2 for Category 2 PV installations.12

·

Interest rate subsidy: Households will benefit from a fixed 3% interest rate,
subsidized by the NAMA Buildings program.

1 Category 1: PV systems with a 600 to 800 Wp capacity range and Category 2: PV systems with a 1000 to
1200 Wp capacity range
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This program has not begun implementation yet and the NSP Building NAMA will
help scale up the program to 65,000 eligible households by making residential PV
systems more affordable and accessible to the customers. The financial mechanism
under this program is like that of PROSOL ELEC.
The financial mechanism also relies on a combination of mobilizing a non-sovereign
soft credit line to local banks with favorable terms, and through the NAMA Support
program:
·
·
·

Exchange risk coverage (international credit line) over the period 2016-2020
Provision of a cash grant to soften the terms of the international credit line
over the period 2016-2020
Capitalization of the guarantee fund

The aim of this re-envisaged financial mechanism is to address barriers such as:
·

·

Increased pressure on the national utility STEG to act as debt guarantor
since loans are repaid through STEG bills (unpaid bills, increasing fees, etc.)
through the loan guarantee fund
Lack of funds from Tunisian commercial banks

Apart from these two programs, the NSP also supports market mechanisms on
expanding the use of solar water heaters and residential roof insulation. The two
programs PROSOL Social and PROSOL Public focus on the low-income residential
sector and the government buildings sector respectively.
The NSP will focus on both supply and demand side measures to increase awareness
and affordability of using solar PV, capacity building for solar installation companies
on technical standards, suitable PV systems availability, and adequate regulations to
facilitate the take up of these programs.

D. Residential Solar: Country Case Studies
We assessed the experience of selected countries in deploying residential rooftop
solar PV to derive lessons potentially applicable to Tunisia.” Five countries were
chosen for an in-depth analysis: Egypt, Morocco, Vietnam, USA, and Germany.
Egypt and Morocco were chosen as regional MENA peers, and the USA/Germany
as developed economy best-practice approaches. Vietnam was chosen because of
the similarity of its electricity market structure and level of economic and human
development to Tunisia, in addition to its noted success in rooftop solar deployment
(as evidenced by 10GW of growth in 2020 alone)28. The purpose of these case studies
is to understand the approach these countries have taken in promoting residential
solar, how it differs and compares to the approaches taken by Tunisia and understand
if there are any takeaways from these case studies that could be applied to further
the deployment of solar in Tunisia. As can be seen below in Figure 5, Tunisia has
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the lowest residential tariff in dollars per MWh of any country analyzed in addition to
having the smallest renewable penetration for electricity consumed.
Figure 5: Residential Tariff and Renewable Penetration by Country29

1. Egypt
1. a. Overview and History of Electricity Market

The Egyptian electricity market was originally a private market before being nationalized
in 1962. Operating as a vertical integrated monopoly, the Egyptian Electricity Holding
Company (EEHC) controlled and managed the generation, transmission, and
distribution of electricity. The state-owned Egyptian Electricity Transmission Company
(EETC) was originally owned by EEHC but became independent to function as the
single buyer for private and public generation companies. EEHC owned most of the
generation and distribution companies across the country. There were nine main
distribution companies that bought electricity, all owned by EEHC.
A major reform of the market was initiated by the passage of Electricity Law No. 87
of 2015. This law mandates the unbundling of vertical integration within the market.
It aims to liberalize the generation and distribution markets while also encouraging
private investment. An eight-year period was initially outlined for the transition, with
the completion to a fully liberalized and competitive market complete by the early
2020’s; the transition was extended to end in 2025 and has the possibility to be
extended for another two years. Consequently, the Egyptian electricity market is
undergoing enormous changes and by the middle of the decade should look and
operate quite differently than the past 50 years.
Electricity tariffs are currently set by a Ministerial decree every five years. With
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considerations such as fuel, grid and infrastructure costs incorporated, there are
various tariff levels per consumer category. Current prices were set by Ministerial
Decree No. 100 of 2020. Tariffs have historically been highly subsidized; the gradual
removal of subsidies over a five-year period was announced in 2014. Prices were
expected to spike by 17-30% in July 2020 and be phased out by 202530. Due to
the economic and financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, this timeline has
been extended. Prices were raised by 8-26%, dependent on the consumer segment,
starting July 1st, 202131. The subsidy removals are expected to occur over the next
three years with low- and middle-class households, those most reliant upon the
subsidies, expected to struggle to adjust to the new prices. As the subsidy removal
process is part of the $12 billion IMF loan program for the government of Egypt,
it is likely that they will be completed by 2025 or the end of the decade. The high
subsidies contribute to the large government budget deficit, which is why their phase
out was included as part of the loan terms.
1. b. Renewable Energy and Solar PV Legislation

Egypt is actively attempting to increase its reliance on renewable energy. The New
and Renewable Energy Authority (NERA) is the government entity responsible for
implementing renewable energy projects. These projects are coordinated by NERA
but are implemented by both local and foreign investors. From a policy objectives
perspective, Egypt is aiming to reach 22% (42%) of its energy generation from
renewables by 2022 (2035). As of 2019, they derived 9.41% of their total electricity
generation from renewables, the majority of which was hydro (6.75%) and only
small portions of wind (1.9%) and solar (0.76%)32. Egypt is switching to renewable
energy at a 17% rate per year – the highest in Africa33. This growth has been driven
by renewable energy plants, mainly large-scale solar projects. In addition, Egypt is
planning to increase its grid interconnections with neighboring countries and aims to
increase its energy exports to Jordan, Libya, and Sudan, and start exporting to Saudi
Arabia, Cyprus and Greece through new connections. Egypt has a host of other 2030
SDGs relating to the energy market.
Approved by the Egyptian Cabinet in July 2012, the Egyptian Solar Plan aims to
install 3,500 MW of solar (2,8000 MW CSP and 700 MW PV) by 2027. The growth
is expected to be primarily financed by private investments, estimated to account
for 67% of total investment required, through competitive bids, the feed-in-tariff
and third-party access schemes. The Renewable Energy Law No.203 of 2014 was
one of the largest pieces of regulation to incentive the production of renewable
energy. This law launched a FIT scheme (detailed below). It also provided additional
incentives to renewable energy developers including the removal of import tariffs on
renewable energy equipment, sovereign guarantees on PPA financial obligations,
and a 30% decrease on net taxable profits. In evaluating the incentives to encourage
the deployment of household solar, Egypt has relied on several main regulations
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and programs; these are outlined below. While helpful in beginning to create more
favorable conditions for the deployment of household solar, regulation barriers still do
not make solar financially viable for many households34. The off-grid deployment of
solar remains, based on the current regulation, much more financially viable.
Feed-In Tariff Scheme. Launched by Renewable Energy Law No.203 of 2014 to
incentivize the production of renewable energy. The scheme distinguished between
projects by size and created five categories that would receive different tariffs. There
were two main rounds of the FIT. The first round was approved in 2014 and was valid
for two years. The residential tariff was set at 84.4 PT/kWh for installed capacity <=
200 kW and 97.3 PT/kWh for 200 kW <= Installed Capacity < 500 Kw. The second
round was announced in 2016 and was valid for two years. Th residential was set at
102.88 PT/kWh and the non-residential < 500 kW at 108.58 PT/kWh. While the goal
of the FIT was to help deploy solar, there were limitations regarding smaller scale
systems. Namely, the scheme was criticized for a focus on utility scale (500 MW+)
solar and therefore for not promoting growth in distributive solar.
Net Metering. The net metering laws were introduced in 2013 with the goal of
promoting distributive solar. In 2018 there were guideline updates to allow larger
capacity projects, namely for projects with a capacity of 5MW – 20MW. In May 2020,
the net metering scheme underwent a large restructuring through the circular No
2/2020 updates. This added many new parameters that are argued to make it more
difficult to set up new net metering projects. See Annex for a list of the elements
deemed to be an increased barrier to setting up a new project. The impact has been
beneficial to household solar from an economic viewpoint, but the 2020 updates are
argued to have limited its reach.
Financing Mechanisms. A financing mechanism that sets the loan for households
that wish to purchase solar panels was found to exist. The loans were to be set at
a 4% interest rate for any residential projects up to 200kW and at 8% interest rate
for any residential project between 200kW and 500 kW. Details on the access of
these loans to various households and the methods through which methods they are
offered, guaranteed, and implemented could not be located.
Interconnection rules and regulations. Various rules and regulations were passed
to enable the interconnection of solar systems with the low- and medium-voltage
network. These were approved by Egypt ERA.
Solar-Energy Kits. The government passed a law to encourage the production
of solar-energy kits by private companies. Solar-energy kits in this context are
understood as a solar panel (which is usually flexible) packaged with the other items
that are necessary to assemble and run a solar system on one’s own. They are ideal
for powering smaller appliances or small off-grid buildings. The goal of this law was
to increase the deployment of distributive solar to smaller uses and lower income
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consumers through solar kits. Namely, consumers could use a solar kit to power
several appliances through renewable energy if they are unable to deploy an entire
household solar system due to size, costs, or grid connection constraints.
Small-Scale Grid-Connection Solar System. This is a national project being led by
the Industrial Modernization Centre (IMC) with support from the Ministry of Trade and
Industry and the UN Development Program. The goal is to increase the amount of
electricity being generated from small, decentralized but grid connected PV systems.
Specifically, in buildings such as industrial buildings, hotels, households, commercial
areas, and public spaces. The project aims to achieve these goals by providing technical
training to help develop and support a domestic market for solar technology and jobs.
This is argued to overall help remove barriers to the deployment and generation
ability of small, grid-connected solar PV systems by ensuring the returns on private
investment are acceptable. There is a focus on the technical requirements to have
high quality installation, maintenance, and warranty for solar systems. Finally, the
project aims to create stakeholders that benefit from small scale solar deployment so
that they have financial interests in promoting and preserving the solar industry. This
was attempted through the development of a platform to connect stakeholders, such
as system integrators, facilitators, clients, and distribution companies. There have
been successful outcomes so far with 115 projects that produce 13GW of electricity
each hour implemented35. The largest barriers have been a lack of awareness of
the project, the high initial cost of installing solar and the lack of domestic technical
experience.
Establishment of government vetted website. Qualified solar companies are listed
on the NREA website to ensure households have access to purchase high quality
products and installation companies by relying on the government vetting process.
1. c. Applicability to Tunisia

Egypt has been more successful in promoting the deployment of utility scale solar
than household or distributive solar. They have nevertheless implemented numerous
policies and regulations to try and facilitate the deployment of residential solar. While
close to Tunisia geographically within the MENA region, Egypt and Tunisia have
vastly different electricity markets. Regardless, there are several policies in Egypt
that could be applicable for Tunisia.
1) Develop a strategy and program to facilitate solar energy kits
Promoting the private production of solar energy kits through the passage of law(s)
will increase their availability and decrease their price in Tunisia ultimately increasing
household access to solar energy. Currently, a google search for solar energy kits
in Tunisia returns no company producing or selling them. The market looks to need
development and growth.
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There are two main recommendations to promote solar energy kits for Tunisia:
·

Implement a law like the one in Egypt to encourage the private production
and sale of solar energy kits. This will start to develop and grow the market.

·

Design and implement a solar-energy kit program targeted towards low-income
households. The purpose of this is to leverage solar kits as a social justice
tool by increasing access to solar for low-income households and easing
their financial burden during the phase out of electricity tariffs. Specifically,
as subsidies are removed and prices increase, households could consume
less electricity from the grid by relying on their solar kit for some of their
consumption needs, buffering a portion of the increased electricity costs.
Accordingly, this could become an alternate pillar or focus of the PROSOL
ELEC Social program.

The benefits of these recommendations are fivefold:
·

Solar-energy kits will increase the total deployment of household solar.

·

They will provide an additional avenue through which households can deploy
solar.

·

They will increase access to solar systems across income groups, specifically
benefiting low-income households, as solar-energy kits are more affordable
than solar PV installations.

·

Due to their affordability aspects, they will serve as a tool through which
households can weather the increase of electricity tariffs as the tariff subsidy
phase out begins.

·

Importantly, solar kits can constitute a positive financial benefit to STEG. In
fact, low-income consumers of electricity represent the groups through which
STEG loses money in providing service as the marginal cost of serving these
consumers is higher than the rates they pay. Therefore, while the increased
usage of solar-energy kits may result in a reduction in utility sales for this
customer segment, as these are consumers that represent a financial loss
for STEG this would financially benefit STEG. Importantly, this financial
benefit lowers the burden on the Tunisian state budget. This makes this
recommendation more politically viable.

The targeted group for these solar-energy kits are primarily low-income households
(electricity consumers who are the most heavily subsidized) who have no other
financially viable solar options. It is possible that the large adoption of solar kits
in groups that have other viable options, such as upper middle- or high-income
households who have access to funds to install household solar, could lead to adverse
impacts. Namely, solar kits could lead to a reduction in utility sales for consumers who
represent a profit for STEG; this could decrease STEG’s revenues and decrease
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the political support for this program. Pushback from the local solar installation and
maintenance companies could also occur as solar kits can be set up and used by
the user independent of their services. However, the targeted consumers are unlikely
to use the services of these companies. Regardless, involving the current domestic
solar market within the solar-energy kit market development, perhaps as an additional
offering solar companies could offer, could mitigate this potential challenge.
2) Develop the local EPC market for residential solar panels
Like Egypt’s Small-Scale Grid-Connection Solar System, we recommend that Tunisia
develops and implements a program to further expand the domestic EPC market for
residential solar panels. The program should contain four main components:
·

Training opportunities within the EPC market

·

Support for local technology production

·

Creation of a platform for stakeholders to engage with each other

·

Prioritization for the development of local EPC markets throughout the country

The focus of this program and its components should be on supporting and enhancing
the technical staff, consultation, and support within the EPC market to further refine
the quality and efficiency of the installation, maintenance, and warranty of residential
panels. This recommendation is not to develop a market in the production of panels,
but to further develop the domestic EPC market to support the entire process of
installing and servicing residential panels once imported. GIZ could assist by working
with the government to design, implement and fund this program. It is crucial that
this is done throughout the country, ensuring local EPC markets are developed, so
all communities have access to solar installers and maintenance within a reasonable
time frame. Currently, remoteness impacts installation and maintenance, and
thus overall financial viability. Ensuring the development of local EPC markets will
ameliorate these concerns.
The main outcomes of these recommendations are four-fold:
·

They will increase the technical capabilities within the EPC market for more
effective and efficient installations, maintenance, and warranty of residential
panels.

·

They will ensure that communities across the country have strengthened and
comparable access to solar installation and maintenance in a timely fashion.

·

These outcomes should lead to decreased barriers for households to install
solar panels and ensure the return on private investment is adequate.

·

Finally, this should create a more robust and cohesive group of stakeholders
who have financial interests in the domestic market. This will enable them to
more effectively promote, grow, and define the market through lobbying the
government.
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3) Launch a company-vetted website for solar installers and products
We recommend that the government of Tunisia launch a rooftop solar website
to provide households and small businesses with information on rooftop solar
services. Currently, this information looks to exist in a fragmented fashion, with
various information spread across numerous locations. No singular government
site on household solar providers in Tunisia could be located. GIZ could work with
the government departments responsible for developing a process and system to
effectively vet solar installers and providers to design a way in which to easily share this
information with households. This website should include all information that is useful
such as approved materials, eligible speakers, promotional videos, prices, customer
reviews and more. The access to this information should be increased through various
campaigns, which could be a project that GIZ could support. The overall goal of this
recommendation is to ensure households have access to high quality products and
decrease information barriers. The website could be modeled after the one Egypt
currently uses (found here: https://egypt-pv.org/pv-companies/?lang=en).

2. Morocco
2. a. Overview and History of Electricity Market36

The market structure of the Moroccan Electricity market is a vertically integrated
utility with partial liberalization. The National Agency for Electricity and Water, ONEE
(Office National de l’Électricité et de l’Eau Potable), is the sole buyer and oversees
power imports and exports, the purchase of electricity produced by IPPs, and surplus
electricity from self-generators. In 2009, the government enacted institutional reforms
to support the implementation of the National Energy Strategy (NES), notably the
creation of the national regulatory authority (ANRE) and the Moroccan Agency for
Sustainable Energy (MASEN).37
The Energy Strategy set five priorities for the energy policy of Morocco: they relate
to the development of a diversified and optimized energy mix; the mobilization of
domestic resources, including the use of renewable energy (wind and solar); making
energy efficiency a national priority; stronger regional co-operation with Europe’s and
Africa’s energy markets; and industrial integration, which promotes the development
of local industrial capabilities at all levels of the green technology value chain.38
Morocco also has an ambitious climate change policy, a National Sustainable
Development Strategy and the Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) submitted
to UNFCCC. By 2030, Morocco has committed to reducing GHG emissions across
the entire economy by 17% below BAU levels, and reducing them by an additional
25%, conditional on international support. In doing so, both the renewable energy and
energy efficiency objectives have become more ambitious: the 2030-target aims to
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have at least 52% of installed power capacity from renewable sources. Energy savings
of 5% by 2021 are envisaged and 15-20% by 2030, through the implementation of
a new energy efficiency plan across the economy, notably industry, transport and
buildings. The agency for energy efficiency, AMEE, has identified an energy savings
potential of 25% by 2030.39
MASEN was created to support the development of integrated renewable energy
projects, which create synergies of preoperational R&D, capacity building, training,
industrial competitiveness, and local development. All renewable electricity generation
from projects developed by MASEN is sold to ONEE.
2. b. Renewable Energy and Solar PV Legislation

Morocco has been working towards developing an ecosystem of support mechanisms
for expansion of renewable energy for the past two decades since the adoption of
the law in 1994 that allowed private sector electricity generation. Renewable power
plants are governed by the following ownership structures:
·

Public plants owned by ONEE, developed under EPC contracts

·

IPPs developed with long-term PPAs between private investors and ONE

·

Competitive IPP tenders by MASEN for a specified site and capacity, based
on a public private partnership. These are most projects coming online in the
next five years

Specifically in the distributed generation sector, the following support policies are in
place:
· Self-generation projects: the construction of renewable energy facilities to
generate electricity for self-consumption, with a cap of 50 MW (with possible
sale of surplus only to ONEE)
· A competitive market for private (“corporate”) PPAs between IPPs and
end users: The 13-09 law introduced private off-site PPAs, which entitles
renewable producers to sell their production directly to end-users through
the EHV, HV, MV by paying a network-use charge to the utility. Customers
on the LV grid were also included in this scheme in 2015. Under this law,
commercial terms of energy supply are bilaterally negotiated between RE
producers and customers, and RE producers are also allowed to sell at a
regulated tariff the energy surplus to the transmission service operator or
to distributors, with a cap of 20% of their annual production40. However, to
ensure the security of supply to the customers with PPAs with the independent
producers, the relevant network operator has the obligation to supply the
difference between the renewable production profile and the consumption
profile of the customer.
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The creation of MASEN has been key in attracting private developers and investors to
invest in renewable energy projects through a model of public debt, state guarantees,
and concessional loans. MASEN’s institutional framework offers a ‘one stop shop’
for private project developers, which brings together permitting, land acquisition and
financing aspects as well as securing a state guarantee for the investment, thereby
significantly reducing transaction costs for the private project developer.
In terms of policy support, one of the most significant achievements of the government
has been the phase-out of energy subsidies to encourage more efficient energy use
and the reduction of GHG emissions. Morocco took advantage of a period of low oil
prices in 2014-15 to successfully phase out fossil fuel subsidies – petrol and diesel
fuels are free now (formed by international prices) – except for butane, which remains
heavily subsidized.
Morocco is well endowed with solar and wind resources. Even though natural gas
is critical to ensure energy security and decarbonization in the medium term, the
lack of domestic supplies has increased the importance of renewable energy as
an alternative source of energy. The creation of MASEN and efficient renewable
energy auctions have catapulted Morocco’s renewable energy growth. However,
significant barriers need to be addressed if Morocco is to realize the full potential of
decarbonizing its economy.
Even though the government have enacted laws and regulations to create an open
power market, significant challenges remain in implementing them especially on
allowing more distributed private sector participation in generation, mainly for privateto-private transactions (P2P).
P2P transactions are currently only limited to industrial customers. There has been
limited progress in opening residential and small-scale customers market for P2P
transactions, which acts as a significant impediment for distributed generation, and
a more competitive RE market in Morocco. A main challenge to further participation
of the private sector is the fact that new RE generation will compete with ONEE’s
generation, which remains the largest buyer and seller of power. If distributed
generation increases, it will impact utility revenues, which already face significant
revenue deficits.
Morocco has fared better in implementing utility scale projects as opposed to
distributed solar PV. However, to incentivize the deployment of small-scale renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects, the country has had success in establishing
financing facilities like the Sustainable Energy Financing Facility (MORSEEF), that
can cover up to 10% of the CAPEX for small scale renewable energy projects.41 The
fund has helped mobilize multiple small projects between 50 kWh -100 kWh, as well
as 2 MW projects, in Casablanca and Marrakech. However, most of these projects
have focused on improving energy efficiency.
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Some of the regulatory challenges that have acted as barriers in a large-scale
deployment of solar in the residential and C&I sector are42:
·

No clear directives of application of the self-generation for LV customers
(residential customers) to sell energy surplus back to ONEE (no access to
grid, only applicable to HV) and no specific incentives for adoption of selfgeneration for residential sector. Self-consumption only forms about 4 percent
of total RE generation.43

·

Despite one of the highest electricity tariffs in the region, Morocco’s tariffs
are not cost reflective, which means the operating revenues are not enough
to cover costs. The lack of sufficient profitability for ONEE and insufficient
private sector investment can also slow down the much-needed investments
in the power sector.

·

Independent RE projects (not contracted by MASEN) also face hurdles in
the open market like delays with land acquisition, insufficient information
available to developers, and inadequate experience with PPAs between two
private entities which are different from the PPAs signed with MASEN.

·

Direct retail sales (through wheeling) have been a more successful model and
technically are applicable to all HV, MV and LV. However, there have been
no clear tariff conditions set for electricity supplied into the network, wheeled
through ONEE. Agreements tend to be one off and not standardized. In the
MV and HV categories, there are no incentives for RE explicitly.

The energy transition in Morocco has reflected a more top-down rather than a bottomup approach with a participatory process. Since the energy transition is significantly
centrally managed with significant support from the governance institutions of the
country, there is often a lack of discussions on the different pathways and strategies
for energy transition – including distributed generation.
2. c. Applicability to Tunisia

In the residential sector, Morocco currently does not have specific policy initiatives and
support programs in place that are at par with those in Tunisia. However, in the nonresidential sector, despite the regulatory challenges in implementing decentralized
solar, there are some lessons to be learned from Morocco’s case: primarily in energy
efficiency, which will be covered in the section F.1 of the report.
1) Create wheeling agreements for MV and HV customers
Theoretically the retail direct sales model in Morocco is applicable to Tunisia, where end
users can directly contract power from IPPs and other renewable energy producers.
This would be more relevant for C&I customers – where not all consumers have the
technical or physical capacity to implement rooftop solar on their premises. The utility
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can implement use of network charges or wheeling charges for this P2P sales model.
However, this model has not completely taken off in the Moroccan market, so there
are limited practical lessons learnt.
2) Develop green financing facilities
Morocco has been successful in attracting international financing though funding
facilities like the Moroccan Energy Financing Facility (MORSEFF) and the Green
Value Chain financing facility (GVC). The MorSEFF is a EUR 110 million credit
line facility developed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), launched in 2015 in cooperation with the European Investment Bank
(EIB), the Agence Française de Développement (AFD), and the Kreditanstalt für
Wiederaufbau (KfW).
The key objective of the facility is to channel finance through local partner financial
institutions to fund sustainable energy projects in the private sector, with a focus on
small and medium sized businesses, and corporates in Morocco with a focus on
stand-alone small scale renewable energy projects, commercial energy efficiency
investments, and building sector energy efficiency.
Another component of the MorSEFF is to develop technical assistance by partnering
financial institutions for training, capacity building, marketing support, and designing
appropriate lending products for the successful implementation of the facility.
Like the MorSEFF, the Green Value Chain facility is a credit line to local participating
financing institutions to on-lend to Moroccan SMEs to invest in equipment for
improving their energy, water and resource efficiency. The GVC provides technical
assistance in green technologies, loans from the local banks as well as investment
grant of 10% after project completion.
Both these facilities have been successfully implemented in Morocco, and can be
replicated in Tunisia, with a focus on SMEs, to decarbonize their operations through
solar PV and energy efficiency. Currently in Tunisia, the main government financing
facility is the FTE, which is supported by donor partners through several individual
facilities like the NAMA Facility, SUNREF etc. Having a common “green” financing
facility that covers a broad scope of activities in decarbonizing both the residential
and commercial sector could help Tunisia attract more streamlined financing – both
donor and private sector. Moreover, like MoRSEFF, a common financing facility can
also catalyze integration with the local finance sector as the funds will ultimately
be channeled through local banks. Providing technical assistance to local financial
institutions to assess the risk of renewable energy and energy efficiency investments
is a key component of MoRSEFF that Tunisia can examine for adoption for its own
Energy Transition Fund, or create a specific donor funded financing facility like in
Morocco.
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3) Conduct awareness campaigns in educational institutions
Morocco has also performed well in initiating awareness campaigns, especially
through educational institutions. The Association des enseignants de sciences de
la vie et de la terre (AESVT) - works with schools to address education for children
and raising awareness on sustainability and the energy transition. The AESVT also
creates parallel educational programs to address the challenges from climate change
as it relates to the daily life of students’ parents, based on the approach that children
educate their parents. AESVT also manages the Center of Environmental Education
which has built a descriptive water cycle of the region of Haouz to conduct several
awareness programs for students. Tunisia has taken similar efforts in some regions
to build awareness around renewable energy. Based on our visit to Tunisia, the
initiatives are limited to engineering schools where students can develop an interest
in pursuing projects in renewable energy. Tunisia can follow a similar approach as
Morocco and work with schools at different levels to increase awareness on rooftop
solar, the government incentives in place, as well as the importance of energy
efficiency measures. In Sfax, a solar rooftop project in the Sfax school of engineering
is being used as a demonstration project to encourage students to pursue work in the
renewable energy field by increasing awareness. The university is also collaborating
with STEG to conduct research on improving the infrastructure for EV charging.
The university also involves younger students through participation in programs like
Fridays for future where various demonstration projects are used to educate students
on how solar energy works. Similar programs could be conducted across universities
and schools in Tunis as well to increase awareness to encourage adoption of rooftop
solar.

3. Vietnam
3. a. Overview and History of Electricity Market

Vietnam had the third largest deployment of solar installations in the world in 2020 and
represents a case study in challenges and opportunities for rooftop solar deployment
in emerging market economies44. Like Tunisia, Vietnam’s power sector is a vertically
integrated monopoly controlled by the state-run utility (with a limited role for IPPs).
EVN, the Vietnamese utility, also relies heavily on state-subsidies to maintain liquidity,
and electricity tariffs are among the lowest in Southeast Asia, though they are still
higher than in Tunisia.
Until 1999, EVN was the sole owner and operator of generation, transmission, and
distribution assets in Vietnam. However, as electricity demand grew at rates exceeding
10%, it became clear that the current operating structure was too inflexible to support
rapid increases in generation45. Vietnam’s first wholehearted effort to encourage
private sector participation came in 2011, when the government released a template
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PPA for coal power plants and included plans to install 47 GW of coal fired capacity
by 203046. From 2012 to 2017, coal use in Vietnam grew by 75%, faster than any
other country in the world47. However, many of the coal projects faced cost overruns
and delays. As a result, demand continued to outpace generation. Expansion of
coal generation also left Vietnam heavily exposed to a relatively small number of
international financing sources (international export-import banks and policy banks)
and significantly impacted air quality. Thus, it became clear to Vietnamese regulators
that generation expansion could be accomplished at lower cost and through
increased use of local capital with renewable assets. While distributed renewable
energy was particularly nascent in Vietnam, it could be more rapidly deployed than
utility-scale fossil assets due to less steep learning curves in development, financing,
construction, operations, and decommissioning, as noted in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Assessment of Renewables vs Traditional Energy Resources in Vietnam48

Additionally, rooftop solar presented a particularly appealing option to the government
because it increased generation capacity without the need for significant transmission
overhauls, particularly if implemented through a self-consumption scheme. These
motivations triggered the reforms that led to the unprecedented growth of the rooftop
solar market.
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3. b. Renewable Energy and Solar PV Legislation

In 2017, the Vietnamese government set a FIT for all solar energy projects, inclusive
of rooftop projects. The tariff was set at USD 93.5 per MWh for a duration of 20
years, and all projects completed by 30 June 2019 would qualify49. This led to
over 4.4 GW of solar deployment from 2017-2019, approximately 10% of which
were rooftop installations50. To prevent distribution congestion, reduce the need for
new transmission buildout, and encourage self-consumption at the residential and
commercial levels, the government implemented new technology differentiated rates
of $84/MWh for rooftop systems, $77/MWh for floating systems, and $71/MWh for
ground-mounted systems in 2019, which expired at the end of the year in 202151. In
2020, Vietnam saw over 9GW of rooftop solar installations52.
In addition to the FIT, increased deployment of rooftop solar was enabled through the
following initiatives:
·

Generation assets were fully opened to foreign investment with no ownership
cap.

·

EVN raised tariffs sequentially for all customers, increasing the business case
for self-consumption.

·

Equipment for renewable projects was exempt from import duties.

·

ERAV, the Vietnamese power sector regulator, continued to operate
independent of EVN. This allowed for policies to enable distributed generation
that otherwise would not have been approved by EVN. Additionally, even
though the expansion of distributed generation has cut into the amount of
electricity EVN sold, this was bolstered both by continued growth of utilityscale assets, and out of recognition from EVN that rooftop solar expansion
would reduce the need for follow-on transmission expansion.

·

ERAV supported regulatory reforms that increased the potential business
models for rooftop solar. Specifically, ERAV allowed households and building
owners to lease their rooftops to developers (or EVN) and allowed households
to sign direct PPAs with solar developers (allowing for an Energy as a Service
business model).

·

Project developers benefited from reduced corporate income taxes.
Specifically, developers faced a four-year tax exemption on investments in
solar, and a 50% reduction of income tax for each project for the first nine
years of operation, dropping to a 10% reduction between the tenth and 15th
year53. This encouraged existing conglomerates with large balance sheets to
enter the market as solar developers.

·

State-owned Vietnamese banks deployed over $3.5 billion in corporate loans
to renewable developers and conglomerates intending to enter the solar
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industry54. This was critical to jumpstart the market given the relatively low
investment appetite from international financiers at early stages of deployment.
·

Vietnamese developers were encouraged to enter financing agreements with
equipment manufacturers even before project development. Developers were
allowed to purchase equipment with upfront payments as low as 10% and
begin payment after project completion55.

Since the first FIT in 2017, there has been over 10 GW of rooftop solar deployed in
Vietnam56. Approximately 72% of the installations installed on commercial, industrial,
agricultural or government buildings, and the remaining 28% installed on residential
buildings57. Residential buildings represent a low fraction of overall deployment due
to the following reasons:
·

Most household buildings in Vietnam are small, making soft costs higher (in
proportion to overall costs) and reducing the business case for solar service
companies or project developers.

·

Vietnamese banks are currently unwilling to offer targeted solar loans due
to the difficulty in predicting household credit risk, reducing the applicability
of self-ownership. The same concern about risk applies to developers who
would otherwise lease equipment to individual households. There is no
system to aggregate residential projects or otherwise pool residential credit
risk. As a result, most household systems are on relatively wealthier homes
where individuals could take out personal loans or home equity loans. When
households do gain access to loans, they are often at high interest rates or
inconvenient debt tenors and cannot be paid back through the electricity bill.

·

While companies can get their historic load profile from EVN, it is particularly
cumbersome for individual households to do so. This makes it difficult for
households or apartment complexes to assess the financial viability of a solar
system without purchasing their own monitoring equipment. This also makes
it harder to convince a commercial bank that such a system would be low risk.

·

Residential households pay a lower electricity tariff than all other customers in
Vietnam. This means that the economic case for such a system is lower than
it is for private businesses, even as residential customers represent a larger
per kWh cost for EVN than private enterprises.

While the mass deployment of rooftop PV is widely seen as a success, regional
experts the practicum team interviewed from the World Bank, GIZ-Vietnam, IEEFA,
Allotrope Partners, Clime Capital, McKinsey, and USAID have highlighted the
following issues with deployment:
·
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The sheer quantity of new rooftop installations without additional distribution
system buildout has created significant distribution system congestion,
curtailment risk, and financial pressure for EVN. This is because EVN is
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responsible for paying for all energy sold back to the grid, regardless of
whether it is consumed.
·

The definitions for a rooftop system were not sufficiently defined or properly
enforced. This led to the development of systems with very low/no selfconsumption that operated on the distribution grid. This exacerbated congestion
issues that otherwise would have been alleviated by expansion of rooftop (vs
utility-scale) systems.

·

Private banks lack experience and are hesitant when it comes to providing
finance to new developers. The rooftop solar market was able to grow in
Vietnam even without this sort of local bank capacity because most of the
developers grew out of existing conglomerates who were able to get corporate
loans, use credit-lines from existing connections with banks, gain financing
from equipment manufacturers or finance projects with relatively cheap equity.
However, this has also limited the potential for smaller scale or residential
projects and may slow down project development both as curtailment risk
becomes more salient and as developers opt for more technically complex
projects.

Due to the already mentioned issues with the existing FIT scheme, the Vietnamese
government changed its regulatory guidelines in late 2021 when the FIT expired.
With the retirement of the FIT, the Vietnamese government has signaled the following
changes to its electricity market structure as it relates to rooftop solar installations:
·

ERAV is undertaking a pilot program (facilitated by USAID) that allows
private sector entities (or a consortium of entities) to directly purchase
electricity though another private sector entity as part of a long-term bilateral
contact. The two parties submit their proposal to the regulator, who then
reviews and approves the contract. EVN will also receive financial benefits
from this policy, as they will receive payment for wheeling power from the
source of generation to distribution. This policy applies to both groundmounted and rooftop systems, though its primary focus is large non-utility
scale projects (>1MW).

·

The Vietnamese government is working on simplifying and improving the
transparency of its project approval process to reduce project delays and
required stakeholder engagement. This is in response to a laborious (but
unenforced) approval process in earlier iterations of the FIT that led to the
growth of rooftop facilities with low/no self-consumption, contributing to
distribution congestion.

·

The newest power sector plan removes the FIT on utility scale projects (in
favor of an auction-based system) and clarifies which installations qualify
for rooftop incentives, to maximize self-consumption of said systems.
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·

ERAV has announced intentions of further liberalizing the market by
encouraging competition in distribution and transmission by 202558. This is
intended to incentivize down-stream distribution expansion that is deemed
necessary after the rapid deployment of rooftop PV.

·

Vietnamese developers are seeking out joint ventures with experienced
international project developers as part of a do-train model to improve
human capital and reduce soft costs associated with installation. This is
particularly important considering the LCOE of distributed solar projects
are approximately 50% higher in Vietnam than they are in Western Europe
and Australia, largely owing to these soft costs5960.

·

Private Vietnamese banks are seeking financing from multilateral and
international development finance institutions, as part of an effort to
increase the capital available for residential renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects. These funds will be tied to covenants only allowing use
in certain sectors and will be paired with technical assistance to improve
commercial bank evaluation capacity.

3. c. Applicability to Tunisia

While political-cultural dynamics and macroeconomic conditions in Vietnam and
Tunisia are unique, the similarities in power sector configuration offer several lessons
learned. The following recommendations are based on lessons learned from the
Vietnamese electricity sector:
1) Establish an independent regulator to facilitate expansion of distributed
generation.
The Energy Ministry’s role as the de facto electricity regulator in Tunisia makes
implementing politically risky (but market optimizing) reforms particularly difficult. In
the case of Vietnam could not have been achieved without an independent regulator.
In this case, there were competing interests between ERAV and EVN that were
resolved through thoughtful negotiations. For example, the rollout of the Direct PPA
program (allowing private to private sale of electricity) was paired with tariff reform,
and ERAV agreed to test the project in a pilot program before rolling out to the entire
country.
2) Ensure the regulatory environment supports multiple different residential
solar business models.
Residential regulator flexibility is fundamental in making rooftop solar a possibility
for credit-constrained households. The residential solar market in Vietnam was
bolstered because households could sign PPAs with solar service providers or lease
their rooftop to a solar developer.
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3) Support solar developers and solar manufacturers foreign direct investment
and allow foreign multinational participation in the solar PV market.
Tunisia should implement policies that encourage foreign investment and
technological transfer. To date, KfW is the sole multinational financier of any solar
project in Tunisia, and only one international developer has been involved in local
project development61. Part of the reason the market was able to grow in Vietnam was
because Vietnamese developers benefited greatly from establishing relationships with
Chinese solar manufacturers to reduce financing costs. They are now gaining subject
matter expertise through joint ventures with multinational developers. Vietnamese
government policies did not include local-content rules, and instead prioritized
maximizing on-the-ground deployment. Even still, the panel manufacturing market
within Vietnam has grown tremendously in the last 5 years, highlighting that local solar
manufacturing growth can occur while the government at the same time encourages
panel imports. In fact, solar manufacturing facilities in Vietnam are almost entirely
export-driven, with local developers opting for relatively cheaper imported panels
from China. Discussions with the SE Asia business development lead for Canadian
Solar revealed Vietnamese facilities are historically 10-15% more expensive than
Chinese facilities but have grown to sell to global markets and avoid import tariffs
on Chinese panels. As such, a driver of panel manufacturing growth in Vietnam
is foreign direct investment, and not local production restraints. This highlights that
local solar manufacturing growth in Tunisia should be pursued in parallel with panel
deployment growth, but neither should rely on the other as a required supplier and/
or off-taker.
4) Provide tax exemptions for solar developers and users.
Tunisian tax authorities can use tax exemptions as a tool to support leased systems.
This tax exemption would be progressive in nature, given firms and households that
would benefit most from a leasing model would be more financially constrained than
the owners of solar panels themselves. Given the capital intensity of rooftop solar
projects, a leasing model is effective in reducing the credit constraints associated
with distributed solar, by matching expected monthly electricity cost savings with the
monthly lease payments. However, providers of leased systems are currently subject
to heavy taxation as compared to direct panel owners. Additionally, the Tunisian
government could apply lessons learned from Vietnam by providing import incentives
and VAT exemptions to solar developers. This provided a financial incentive for lowcost procurement abroad rather than local technological development.
5) Provide state lending and increased support for commercial bank capacity
building.
If state-owned banks in Tunisia provide catalytic financing to renewable energy
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developers and consumers, they can directly support fledging renewable energy
developers in the country and create opportunities for follow-on private investors.
Rooftop solar deployment in Vietnam was bolstered by significant involvement from
state financial institutions. This involvement can be replicated in Tunisia, given the
state controls over 40% of the banking sector62. However, this investment must
also consider credit constraints at the household level, which hampered growth in
the residential solar market in Vietnam. Additionally, multilateral organizations and
non-governmental organizations were useful in Vietnam through commercial bank
capacity building efforts, and this effort could be expanded in Tunisia as well.
6) Design FIT or NEM schemes so they can be used with a suite of other
policies and are flexible to changes in market conditions.
A FIT that is not calibrated to market conditions or doesn’t consider other market
failures (i.e., credit constraints, information gaps) can lead to a boom-bust rooftopPV market (see Figure 7 below for illustrative example provided by Bloomberg New
Energy Finance). This was the case for Vietnam (and is a major reason why the
FIT was adjusted in 2019 and then cancelled in 2021). Rigid policies in Vietnam
led to distribution congestion and significant curtailment of rooftop installations. Like
Vietnam, this issue is particularly relevant in Tunisia given the area of lowest solar
irradiance is the area of highest population density (and vice versa). Additionally,
FIT and NEM schemes on their own, while potentially useful in mobilizing capital
towards renewable energy, cannot solve endemic issues like access to finance from
households/developers, or regulatory pressures that limit market exposure. Issues
around credit availability for households, differences in incentives between building
owner and electricity-user, and soft costs make the residential sector particularly
unique in Tunisia (as in Vietnam).
Figure 7: Illustrative policy-driven small-scale PV uptake profiles63
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4. International (USA-California /Germany)
4. a. Overview and History of Electricity Market

USA-California
California is a large electricity producer. Renewable resources, including hydropower
and small-scale (less than 1-megawatt), customer-sited solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems, supplied more than 50% California’s in-state electricity generation, and
natural gas-fired power plants provided 40%. Nuclear power’s share is declining from
nearly 20% in 2011 to 10%64.
·

Market structure: California’s electricity market structure is a competitive
wholesale electricity market and is deregulated. The California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) is the only independent grid operator in the western
United States and manages the flow of electricity for the grid that serves 80
percent of California and parts of Nevada. Competition has accelerated the
adoption of new, more efficient, and cleaner technology65.

·

Retail power: California has high electricity retail sales but low retail sales per
capita and high average price of electricity. The commercial sector accounts
for almost half of California’s electricity retail sales. The residential sector,
where more than a quarter of California households use electricity for home
heating, accounts for more than a third of sales.

·

Export/import: As of 2019, California is the largest net importer of electricity
from out of state in the US and receives about 28% of its electricity supply
from generating facilities outside the state.66

Germany
The German power system is during an unusual energy transition. Renewables
dwindled in the country’s power mix, declining from 50% in 2020, while coal made a
strong comeback, with lignite accounting for around 20% of the mix, and hard coal
accounting for around 10%. As Germany is phasing out nuclear power, 13.3% of
the power supply, and switching to coal plants with carbon capture and storage to
supplement existing resources, the last three nuclear plants will close by the end of
2022. Gas is supplying 10% of the power mix.6768
·

Market structure: The German power market is liberalized and private but
dominated by four main players who account for 73% of electricity generation.
The grid is operated by four TSOs who were historically owned by the four
big energy generators. More than 900 DSOs currently operate in the country.69
The overall electricity market structure is a wholesale market.
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·

Market size: Germany’s total solar PV capacity amounts to 54.6 GW, the largest
fleet across the EU, and despite Germany having the largest population, it still
holds the highest solar installed capacity per capita ratio, at a rate of 0.65
kilowatt per citizen. By the end of 2020, around 1.3 million photovoltaic systems
were installed on one- and two-family houses in Germany. Pushed higher by a
doubling in demand for rooftop PV installations among homeowners, around
150,000 private households, new solar additions surged by 27.6% to 4.9GW
in Germany in 2020. Installations with a power limit of 10 kWp increased their
share of the market from 15% to 23%. Around 151,700 smaller PV systems
were installed last year with a combined capacity of 1,131 MW.7071 Based on
recent interview, lower prices for solar panels, the increasing switch to electric
mobility, as well as a rising environmental consciousness, are reasons for the
recent solar boom in Germany.

·

Power price: The power prices are high and may increase further.

·

Energy transition underway: The German power market is rapidly transforming
from a system founded upon centralized coal and nuclear power plants into
predominantly on renewable energy.

4. b. Renewable Energy and Solar PV Legislation

USA-California
California is home to close to 40% of the United States residential solar energy
capacity. By 2019, solar supplied 14% of the state’s utility-scale electricity net
generation72. When small-scale solar generation is added, solar energy provides
20% of the state’s total net generation73. In 2019, California produced 40% of the total
solar PV electricity generation and 77% of the utility-scale solar thermal electricity
generation in the nation74. By November 2020, California had about 13,000 megawatts
of utility-scale solar power capacity, more than any other state, and, when smallscale, customer-sited facilities are included, the state had almost 24,000 megawatts
of solar capacity75. Current state PV legislation is as follows:
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·

California’s Solar Mandate: Solar panels are required on all new residential
buildings of 3 stories or less. This was expanded to cover high-rise residential
projects as well.

·

Solar NEM policy: Having lowered customer’s utility expenses, California’s
NEM policy has been incredibly effective at growing the rooftop solar market.
However, this policy was not cost-effective and harmed homeowners without
solar panels by shouldering them with the price of maintaining the grid, raising
equity concerns.

·

Federal Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC): The federal solar ITC benefits
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most Californian residents with a rooftop solar system. The ITC applies to
households who buy their PV system outright, either with a cash purchase or
solar loan. Enacted by the Energy Policy Act in 2005, the ITC initially covered
30% of the total cost of the home solar system (the materials and installation
costs)76. From 2006 to 2019, the tax credit was 30%77. This was reduced to
26% and is currently available for home solar systems installed by December
31, 202278. The amount reimbursed is given as a credit (cash if no taxes are
owed at filing date, or a reduction in amount of taxes if owed at filing date) to
the households next tax season.79
·

The Disadvantaged Communities - Single-family Solar Homes (DACSASH) program: The DAC-SASH program provides qualifying low-income
homeowners up-front rebates to decrease the costs of installing a solar system.
By investing $120 million dollars into incentives annually through 2030, the
program will provide $8.5 million in annual total to customers who meet income
qualifications and live in the top-25% most disadvantaged communities in the
state.80

·

Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP): In June 2016, the California
Public Utility Commission (CPUC) instituted the current SGIP incentive
structure, which provides rebates for eligible distributed energy systems
installed on the customer side of utility meters. It intends to offer the
customers incentives to support existing, new, and emerging distributed
energy resources, including solar. The incentive rate for solar power
generation as of January 2019 is $0.6/W.81

California also offers various financing mechanisms to households with the intention
to facilitate the deployment of rooftop solar systems. There are three main ways
households can acquire solar (lease, buy, or PPA), resulting in more various options
with different payment structures, as outlined in Table 2.
Table 2: Financing Schemes of California’s Rooftop Solar System

Cash Up
Front

Financing Overtime
PPA

· Buy
· Prepaid
Lease

Monthly
payments
per kWh of
electricity
the system
produces

Lease
· Monthly
payments to
solar vendor

· Prepay entire
lease up
front: same
financing
options as
purchase

Buy
· Unsecured loan (Solar Loan)

· Quasi-secured loan (PACE loan)

· Secured home-improvement loan (2nd
mortgage)- Line of Credit (HELOC),
Loan (HEIL), FHA Power Saver loan

· Secured loan to buy a home (1st
mortgage) or refinance one - FHA
Energy Efficient Home loan, Fannie Mae
Home Style Energy loan
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Future improvements being discussed are as follows:
·

Reform of the NEM to fairly compensate solar customers for the benefits from
exported energy without unduly raising rates

·

Implementation of an up-front incentive that allows potential adopters of
solar to make back their investment within ten years, ensuring rooftop solar
continues to grow in California

·

Development of a clean energy equity fund to provide clean energy benefits
directly to Californians with lower incomes

Germany
Germany’s solar deployments are almost entirely sub-2-megawatt projects and
interconnected to the distribution grid. Residential PV in Germany is almost entirely
customer owned. Solar PV installations have been growing at a significant rate.
Falling solar energy prices (USD/KW) accompanied by government subsidies
are encouraging the public to install solar panels for domestic purposes. Unique
characteristics of the German market are as follows:
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·

FIT: The Renewable Energy Sources Act or EEG (German: ErneuerbareEnergien-Gesetz) is a series of German laws that originally provided a FIT
scheme to encourage the generation of renewable electricity. Starting in 2000,
the national FIT propelled the country to become a world leader in clean energy.
The EEG is still in effect in Germany, though it has been amended since it
originally came into law. The latest EEG amendments came into effect on 1
January 2021, planning to increase solar PV capacity to 100 GW by 2030,
as 52GW today. The most significant changes include the exemption from
the payment of the so-called EEG-levy. The EEG-levy is usually applied to
all power producers and finances all the country’s renewable energy support
schemes. The exemption will be applied to the owners of PV systems for
self-consumption not exceeding 30 kW in size and producing no more than
30 MWh per year. Under the previous rules, this limit was set at 10 kW. The
measure will apply to both existing and new PV systems. During the 10-year
period following the introduction of its national FIT, Germany significantly
outpaced other countries in rooftop solar deployment. In the recent revision
of EEG, the feed-tariff scheme for rooftop PV has been maintained, with a
change in size limit, the new scheme is set only for systems with a capacity
of up to 300 kW. Under the previous regulatory framework, this size limit was
750 kW.8283 These amendments aim to bolster the residential PV market while
reducing the financial burden of the EEG on the broader economy.

·

Lower soft cost compared with other markets: Total non-hardware costs for
residential PV in Germany are around $2.70/W lower than in the U.S. Total
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soft costs for residential PV in Germany, including margin, are just 19% of
the implied soft costs for U.S. residential PV, with $0.62/W verses $3.34/W84.
This is due to a variety of reasons. Customer acquisition costs average just
$0.07/W in Germany, or roughly $0.62/W lower than in the U.S. Installation
labor requirements reportedly average 39 hours for German systems, leading
to $0.36/W lower costs than in the U.S85. PII processes require 5 hours of labor,
on average, in Germany, with no permitting fee, resulting in PII costs roughly
$0.21/W lower than in the U.S. German residential systems are exempt from
sales/value-added tax, while U.S. systems are subject to an average sales
tax of roughly $0.21/W, even when accounting for sales tax exemptions in
many U.S. states. The remaining gap in soft costs between Germany in the
U.S., around $1.32/W, is associated with overhead, profit, and other residual
soft costs not captured in the categories above86. Additionally, the marketing
costs are lower on a per Watt basis due to larger system sizes in Germany.
Residential PV systems are larger in Germany, partly due to differences in
policy design, benefitting from economies of scale, which decreases system
costs by $0.15/W.87
·

Declining overall costs: In Germany prices for a typical 10 to 100 kWp PV
rooftop-system were around 14,000 €/kWp in 1990. At the end of 2020, such
systems cost only 7.4% of the price in 1990. This is a net-price regression of
about 92% over a period of 30 years. Balance of System (BOS) includes all
components in a PV system except PV modules, such as inverters, mounting
systems, switches, wiring and installation work. In 2020, the average annual
BOS cost increased by 2% from 2019, and the average annual cost of
photovoltaic modules decreased by 0.6%.88 The cost of rooftop solar systems
in Germany has been falling due to the declining unit price of solar modules
led by mass production, and the maturation of the installation industry.

4. c. Applicability to Tunisia

1) Adjust the current net metering policy and increase the sell-back rate.
Adjusted net metering legislation should both increase the sell-back rate and allow
households to have the choice to be paid in cash or credit. In the case of Tunisia,
current net metering policy allows households to receive credit for excess power
production against their monthly electricity bills from STEG. However, households do
not get paid directly for electricity they sell to the grid. The electricity price in Tunisia is
relatively low and the net metering sell-back price is even lower. This decreases the
incentive for households to deploy rooftop solar. Adjusting the sell-back rate allows
households to sell electricity back at a same or a higher rate than the original tariff
and could be a robust policy to provide more incentives for solar PV adaptation. In
Germany, the above market selling back rate (through the FIT) played a vital role
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in incentivizing households to deploy solar. Although Tunisia currently has a net
metering policy, the price at which households receive credits could be increased
to more than the tariff. This can help families recover the cost of installing rooftop
solar power systems more quickly and use economic benefits to stimulate people’s
willingness to adopt rooftop solar.
2) Provide multiple forms of financing options with more flexibility.
Tunisian banks and utilities should work together to offer more flexible financing
options for households. Given high initial purchase and installation costs, it is
important to provide a variety of financing options and financing aids, especially
for low-income households. California offers a wide variety of private sector and
government financing options, so that families can choose one that best suits their
preferences (i.e., subsidized loan, lease, co-ownership). In addition, there are special
programs like SGIP and national tax credits that provide additional direct financial
incentives. SGIP also offers rebates for qualified distributed energy systems installed
on the customer’s side of the utility meter. Apart from the renewable’s deployment,
SGIP also supports the installation of onsite storage. SGIP, in providing technical and
financial support to deploy renewables, could be of help in Tunisia circumstances.
STEG could establish specific programs like SGIP to provide systematic economic
incentives.
3) Establish an agency or complete the ANME help desk to minimize the
procedures and connecting the households, the installers, and the
financing institutions.
ANME is currently designing a help desk to facilitate the procedures of adopting
rooftop solar for households. This help desk could be given more administrative
control to simplify the process and allow for everything to be done on one site. It
could be designed to connect households, installers, and financing institutions, to
function as a liaison in the market. From the household perspective, they can stop
by the help desk and acquire all the information needed and finish all the paperwork
at one stop.
Based on California’s experience, it was found that the government has aggressively
issued building standards, using administrative means to require the deployment of
rooftop solar energy in future buildings. Although a strong government mandate
may not work in Tunisia context considering current small-scale use of solar PV, it
might be helpful to apply lessons from experience of Germany to implement simple
and transparent interconnection, permitting and inspection requirements. Germany
did well in preparing expert agencies to support relevant scope of work, from
understanding financing to providing choices for different potential rooftop solar PV
system costumers.
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The permitting-inspection-interconnection processes is straightforward, through
online registration and with no permitting fee or inspection by county officials. The
simplification of procedures in Germany allows installers to have a one-stop service
experience and reduces the soft cost of rooftop solar system adoption in Germany.
The functions of the help desk in Tunisia should include the administrative services,
expertise consultation for different stakeholders and promotion of this program. The
administrative service department could serve the newcomer households with onestop administrative procedures.
4) Develop a local installer market and integrate more advanced technology
at a lower cost.
The Tunisia government should maximize the benefits of technology transfer with
foreign countries, by lowering equipment tariffs on equipment and by working with
foreign solar installers. Initial investments in this space can lead to technological
parity, and further drive down costs. Greater market-wide deployment and longevity
in Germany allows for cost reductions based on installer experience. Lower market
fragmentation, one contiguous market and regulatory framework, and higher population
density in Germany allows for lower overhead, transport, and supply chain costs.
Larger and more concentrated markets in Germany, facilitate bandwagon effects
and customer acquisition by word of mouth, leading to lower customer acquisition
costs. While Germany and California both have unique cultural and regulatory
characteristics, both were able to see increases in rooftop solar deployment through
uniform, robust installer training, and simplified knowledge transfer in best practices
for engineering, procurement, and construction.
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Moroccan Agency for
Sustainable Energy is
responsible for promoting
the development of RE
projects.

Model with competition
in generation and
distribution

Single Buyer

Morocco

Single Buyer State
Owned Monopoly
in Transition to a
Liberalized Competitive
Market

Egypt

Electricity Market Structure

· Self-production regime
with net metering for LV,
MV and HV customers

· Domestic solar
technology market
development

· Process ease through
information sharing
(supply and demand
side)

· Net-metering

· Feed-in Tariff

Enabling Policies for
Residential Solar PV

· MorSEFF financing facility has been successful in attracting both donor and
private sector financing for distributed solar projects in the non-residential
sector and has also contributed to capacity building of local financing
institutions.

· There are no specific feed in tariffs or incentives for rooftop solar. One of the
key challenges in deploying rooftop solar has been the conflict of interest
between self-production of electricity and how it impacts ONEE’s revenues.

· Distributed solar has been slow to pick up due to lack of clarity on executive
regulations like tariffs for wheeling and lack of net metering in the residential
sector.

· Egypt is hoping to stimulate small scale solar deployment through financial
incentives (tariffs and low-interest loans) and developing a local market for
solar technology.

· The residential tariffs for renewable energy are not quite large enough
to incentivize large amounts of the population and upfront costs are still
prohibitive.

· Egypt has been more successful in incentivizing large-scale and off-grid
solar than smaller grid connected solar.

Primary Takeaways on Residential Solar Deployment

Table 3: Summary of Key Takeaways from Country Case Studies

Based on our case study analysis, we summarized our key takeaways for each country in Table 3:

5. Summary of Recommendations: Residential Solar Case Studies
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Independent regulator,
ERAV

IPPs constitute 35% of
generation89, StateOwned Utility EVN
controls the rest of
generation in addition
to transmission and
distribution.

Vietnam

· A FiT can have unintended consequences on the electricity market. If the rate
is too high, it can create an unsustainable boom-bust cycle. If the definition
of a rooftop system is not properly defined (or if there are no limits on which
the utility will purchase excess electricity) this can create liquidity issues for
the utility and lead to distribution congestion.

· VAT exemptions, import
rule exemptions

· Multinational equipment providers and developers play a critical role in
providing low-cost vendor finance and in private sector capacity building.
This increases the availability of key inputs to Solar PV systems (mounting
equipment, PV panels, inverters) and reduces financial costs to residential
rooftop systems.

· Because residential rooftop projects face unique bankability constraints
compared to non-residential or utility scale projects, they require unique
business models. The Vietnam example highlights the importance of allowing
rooftop lease and solar as a service (residential PPA) model.

· Regulatory support for
rooftop leases and solar
as a service business
models

· State bank lending to
RE projects triggered
market growth, though
the residential market
lagged due to a lack
of direct lending to
households

· Issues around credit, rooftop-size, and soft-costs are particularly relevant
in the residential market. This limits the potential for context independent
policies like a FiT, in favor of innovative policies like rooftop-leases, subsidized
loans, community solar, and coordination with housing developers to align
incentives.

· Feed-in-Tariff 20172021 (differentiated
prices for rooftop and
ground-mounted solar
2019-2021)
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Germany: wholesale
market, liberalized and
private

USA-CA: competitive
wholesale electricity
markets, deregulated
electricity market,
with the California
Independent System
Operator (CAISO)

USA-California & Germany

· Process ease with
authorized expertise
and one-stop agency
provided by the
government

· Direct top-bottom policy
arrangement and local
plans. Lower soft cost
compared with other
major markets, caused
by lower sales tax, no
permitting fee, less
labor input etc.

· Developed competitive
solar market with
multiple financing
options to fit in
households’ preference

· Net metering policy -adopted in the 1990s,
allowing homeowners
to sell excess electricity
into the grid at or near
the retail rate

· The preparation of expertise and formation of specific agencies helped the
stakeholders get the essentials fast. And the outstanding example is the
one stop method to process all the documentation needed for rooftop solar
installation. Even with the high saving rate in Germany, these agencies
also helped facilitate financing.

· Germany benefited from the detailed through top-down reform planning,
and the direct programs initiated by different local government provided
practical roadmaps. Some of these policies and the reduction of tax
and permitting fees can significantly reduce soft costs beyond hardware.
Such economic benefits will ultimately go to customers, spurring their
deployment of rooftop solar.

· Intense competition on the supply side and a mature market can provide
more choices and lower prices on the demand side. At the same time,
mature markets should be equipped with more diverse financing options, in
line with each household’s actual situation and preferences.

· The net metering policy can be key to promote rooftop solar systems at
an initial stage, but the sell-back rate should consider the expense of grid
management to sustain the positive effect.

Based on the various policies assessed in each case study country, Table 4
summarizes and evaluates the main policy recommendations applicable to Tunisia.
We evaluate each policy based on the following two metrics:
·

Feasibility in Tunisia: This metric considers the existing economic and
political dynamics of the electricity sector in Tunisia when evaluating potential
policy proposals. Proposals that could be implemented without upsetting the
political-economic balance or operating patterns in the sector are evaluated
as “High” and highlighted green. Proposals that would require marginal
changes in how stakeholders conduct day-to-day operations are evaluated as
“Medium” and highlighted orange. Proposals that would require a fundamental
restructuring of the electricity sector are evaluated as “Low” and highlighted
red.

·

Cost: This metric considers the financial burden associated with policy
implementation. Policies that do not impose direct costs on government
policymakers and regulators or majority state-owned enterprises (i.e., mining,
seaports) are evaluated as “Low” and highlighted in green; these may either
be purely regulatory in nature or financed by a third party. Policies that would
require some capital commitment from the state, but likely could be achieved
at low cost, are evaluated as “Medium” and highlighted orange. Projects that
have the potential to create fiscal strain on the government if not implemented
prudently are evaluated as “High” and highlighted red.

Note that Implementation mechanisms that perform the best are scored as “High”
for Feasibility in Tunisia and “Low” for Cost. Some implementation mechanisms are
highlighted in green that score “Medium” for cost, but the project team note these are
priorities since their cost is weighed against their impact potential.
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Table 4: Summary of Recommendations for Tunisia Based on Country Case Study
Analysis

Legend: The priority recommendations, which were outlined in the executive summary,
are highlighted in green.

Policy
Recommendations

Main Implementation Mechanisms

Feasibility in
Tunisia
Low, Medium,(
)High

Cost
Low, Medium,(
)High

1) Law to encourage private production of
kits

High

Low

2) Program to provide subsidized kits to lowincome households

High

Low

3) Training opportunities and platform to link
stakeholders

High

Low

4) Favorable tax incentives

High

Medium

5) Creation of a government vetting process
and website to track qualified solar
producers and installers.

High

Low

6) Negotiate with multinational developers/
equipment manufacturers to offer targeted
incentives for engaging in projects in
Tunisia/operating joint ventures/offering
vendor finance

High

Low

7) Limit local content rules, restrictions on
foreign companies operating locally and
tariffs that limit the role of global market
players

High

Medium

Solar Energy kits

Egypt

Development of Domestic EPC Market

Egypt

Solar Company Vetted Website
Egypt
Import Incentives

Vietnam
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Regulatory Support for New Business Models
8) Allow households to sign contracts for
electricity with solar service providers

Medium

Low

9) Allow households and building owners to
lease rooftop space to solar developers
or STEG

High

Low

10) Provide tax incentives to households
that lease solar systems (rather than
purchasing outright)

Medium

Medium

11) The FIT should be differentiated between
rooftop and ground-mounted systems,
sufficiently high to offer superior returns
to alternative investments and include
a strict definition of what constitutes a
rooftop system. It should also operate
Vietnam, Germany
at a 6-month to 1 year ramp rate, so it is
calibrated to the intended rate of market
growth. In California (as part of the net
metering policy) the utility calculates the
grid management fee every year and
adjusts the pre-determined sell-back rate
to sustain the utility’s profit.

Medium

High

High

Medium

Vietnam, USA-CA

Feed-in-Tariff

A central financing facility

Morocco

12) Creation of a central financing facility
for both renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects that can streamline
financing as well as provide technical
assistance to local banks on lending for
these projects
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Commercial Bank Capacity Building

Vietnam

13) Direct lending from state-owned banks
and financial institutions to reduce firstmover risk that comes with investing in
distributed solar

Medium

High

14) Expansion of existing GIZ commercial
bank technical assistance programs to
support private banks improving their
underwriting capacity

Medium

Medium

15) Reach out to DFIs to either (a) provide
long-term financing to banks for rooftop
solar transactions or (b) to co-lend or offer
blended finance opportunities directly on
individual transactions

High

Low

Preparation of technology, expertise and specific agencies to reduce lower soft cost and reduce
administrative processing efforts

Germany
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16) Tunisian government should recruit and
train experts before the launch of national
programs to provide authorities expertise
to help the stakeholders understand the
logistics of the program

Medium

Medium

17) The government should accordingly
reduce permitting fees and other
administrative
fees.

High

Medium

18) Tunisian government can form specific
agencies that allow the households to
have a one stop service to minimize the
documentation and filing process.

High

Medium
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E. Non-Residential Solar: Use Case Deep Dive
The residential solar markets in Egypt, Morocco, Vietnam, Germany, and the US are
unique and offer significant lessons learned for Tunisia. However, given residential
electricity consumption only represents 34% of overall electricity demand in Tunisia90,
a holistic analysis of the rooftop solar market requires a careful review of potential
opportunities for non-residential solar. This section assesses the non-residential solar
market, and how increased deployment of non-residential rooftop solar will affect
customers, the electricity sector, and the country at large. The team conducted a
review of major non-residential sources of electricity consumption and chose 14 nonresidential use-cases based on a qualitative and quantitative initial assessment of
growth opportunities in Tunisia.

1. Overview
Non-residential rooftop solar represents a significant opportunity for Tunisia given the
high overall energy consumption and tariff levels compared to residential consumers
and the potential indirect benefits associated with system installation. While the
levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) associated with rooftop solar varies widely based
on the rooftop size and configuration, permitting, registration and installation, and
equipment type, rooftop solar has the potential to be cost competitive with current
grid electricity for non-residential clients in Tunisia. This is shown in Figure 8, where
the range of potential rooftop solar LCOE is graphed against the average electricity
tariff in Tunisia.
Figure 8: Power Prices in Tunisia Compared to Rooftop Solar LCOE91
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Non-residential electricity consumers may be willing to procure a rooftop solar system
for the following reasons:
·

Reduce electricity costs and/or improve cost certainty: This is particularly true if
it is anticipated that tariffs will rise in the future.

·

Improve resilience: This is relevant if an unexpected loss of power would require
significant additional costs or lost revenue, or if energy is already consumed from
a decentralized source. In this way, rooftop solar could replace or supplement
existing backup diesel generators. An example of this in Tunisia is the Kraftwerk
sponsored project for Centrale de Produits Laitiers (CPL) Souani.

·

Advance decarbonization goals: Multinational corporations with explicit climate
targets may wish to procure rooftop solar—even if it comes at a cost premium—
if it helps them achieve decarbonization objectives. Rooftop solar is largely
viewed as a transition risk mitigation strategy for these firms. Of course, these
explicit climate targets may not be sufficient for corporates to install rooftop solar
installations if the costs are prohibitive, if the company is serving consumers
(or other businesses) that are indifferent to climate objectives, or if the firm is
only looking 1-2 years into the future (as opposed to a firm that has developed
a 20-year operational strategy, in which case medium term payback period
investments may be beneficial). Additionally, even if the firm has explicit climate
commitments (and a roadmap for achieving them), there may be issues in
implementation if the time-horizon of the operational team is different from the
time horizon of the strategic planning team.

While rooftop solar is historically viewed as a source of competition for power
utilities, it also provides potential opportunities, even with no current changes to
utility regulations. Specifically, creating a regulatory environment more open to onsite rooftop solar in the non-residential sector could benefit STEG in the following
ways (compared to equivalent utility scale projects):
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·

Reduced transmission usage and investment deferral for major transmission
expansion. Depending on the amount of electricity that is sold back to the
utility, there may also be reduced distribution usage and potential distribution
investment deferral

·

Land use avoidance

·

Reduced costs associated with providing additional electricity to customers
with subsidized tariffs (specifically for commercial customers, where tariffs are
still well below cost-reflective)

·

Flattened overall load-curve, which would reduce the need to ramp up and
down fossil plants with changes in demand. While this load-curve flattening
effect may be less significant than in more heavily industrialized economies,
increased rooftop solar penetration will likely still have some grid balancing
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effects. Even though the industrial sector is relatively nascent in Tunisia, it still
contributed 34% of overall electricity demand (with services contributing an
additional 27%) in 201992. Surprisingly, this is relatively close to the distribution
of consumption in the United States, where industrial consumption makes up
25% of overall demand and commercial consumption makes up 34.8% of
demand93. While the load profile of the industrial sector varies significantly from
firm to firm, the load curve flattening effect will overall improve grid stability,
flexibility, and long-run cost efficiency.
The benefits noted above are summarized in Figure 9 and broken down by key
beneficiaries:
Figure 9: Layers of value stack that can be used to assess distributed energy
compensation mechanisms94

Energy analytics consulting firm Vibrant Clean Energy estimates that optimizing
local solar and storage in the US could result in between $300 and $480 billion
cumulative savings95. While the US and Tunisian context are significantly different,
the fundamental idea remains that there are significant cost-advantages for utilities
that embrace rooftop solar. In fact, the savings may be (on relative terms) even more
significant in Tunisia, given the non-cost reflective nature of the current tariff structure
(supplying electricity to certain customers reduces STEG profits) and the relatively
higher rate of transmission and distribution losses in Tunisia compared to the US
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(self-consumption could more efficiently provide power to customers and allow STEG
to reduce its 15+% transmission and distribution losses96).
In Tunisia, most of the focus in the C&I space has focused on water heating through
the PROSOL Tertiary program, to promote solar thermal technologies in hotels,
hospitals, local communities, collective residences, municipal swimming pools,
Moorish baths, sports facilities, etc. The objective from 2009-2015 for the PROSOL
Tertiary program was to tap into the potential of more than 500,000 m²97 of solar
collectors. By 2015, 21,200 m² of solar collectors for water heating were installed.
The objective of the program, within the framework of the national development plan
2016-2020, is to install 26,000 m² of solar thermal collectors in the tertiary sector.
The overall objective of the program is to install an additional area of 179,000 m² of
solar collectors by 2030 in order to reach a cumulative total area of 200,000 m²98 in
the tertiary sector by 2030.
The installations up until 2016 were financed through the FTE
a) A grant on 70% of the services of the prescriber and the technical controller
with a limit of 70 000 TD
b) A grant on 30% of the cost of the material investment within a limit of 150
DT / m²

2. Opportunities
Tunisia represents a growth market for non-residential solar due to its high levels
of solar irradiance and 2015 regulatory changes that allow electricity consumers
to sell some electricity back to the grid under the self-consumption regime. This
regulation is an important step in the right direction because it reduces curtailment
risk for industries with highly variable and/or seasonal electricity demand. The not yet
implemented 2018 legislation that would allow private-to-private sale of rooftop solar
would also greatly improve opportunities in the sector, by creating a marketplace for
companies with the greatest rooftop solar potential to sell energy to organizations
with the greatest economic benefit from a rooftop solar system.

3. Constraints
Even though rooftop solar has the potential to be economical compared to grid
electricity, operationally this is not necessarily the case in Tunisia. Specifically,
constant nonresidential electricity prices over the last 10 years (not in-line with GDP
trends, as shown Figure 10) give pause to potential investors looking to use rooftop
solar as a cost saving opportunity99 .
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Figure 10: Power Prices and GDP (2010-2020)

Additionally, while the cost of a rooftop system should be relatively independent
of geography, this has not been shown to be the case. While the marginal cost for
solar equipment is relatively similar across global markets (except in countries with
significant import duties or local content rules) soft costs associated with permitting,
marketing, sales, and installation vary significantly from country to country. In the U.S.
soft costs account for 51% of residential rooftop solar prices and 39% of commercial
rooftop solar prices, compared to a global average of 14% for high-income countries100.
While there is not enough data to estimate how soft costs in Tunisia compare to the
rest of the world, they are likely to be above average given the extensive regulatory
approvals required to complete a project and the difficulties in conducting business
development due to the nascent stage of the market.
In a PWC survey of top risks in the renewable energy market in Tunisia, three of
the five had to do with governance issues101. While this survey applied to the selfconsumption, concession, and authorization regimes together, the general attitudes
are reign with smaller-scale installations.
See Figure 11 for the breakdown of the highest risks as evaluated by survey participants:

Figure 11: Renewable Project
Risks in Tunisia102
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Various stakeholders interviewed for this report expressed concerns about
·

The delays from project conception to project approval

·

The inability to sell more than 30% of electricity back to the grid (particularly
for industries with highly variable load profiles)

·

The lack of a systematic way to get load profile information from STEG

·

The inability to wheel power through the low-voltage grid from a source of
generation to a source of demand (i.e., from a warehouse to a storefront)

Based on the overall landscape of opportunities and challenges in the commercial
sector solar deployment, the following section looks at specific use cases in the nonresidential sector and discusses their advantages in the Tunisian context, as well as
some implementation barriers.

4. Use Cases
a. Seaports

Advantages: Seaports represent a potential application of C/I solar in Tunisia given
their high electricity demand and the changing nature of the shipping industry. Seaports
are increasingly using ship-shore power as a value-added feature to allow ships to
continue to power their ships in port while keeping their engines off. This reduces
local air pollution and costs for the ship owner. Additionally, given the significant (and
highly variable) electricity demands associated with operating containers and using
pumps to transport liquid-bulk, port operators have historically relied heavily on diesel
generators to perform day-to-day tasks. Availability of clean electricity produced onsite is an FDI attraction for chartering companies looking to reduce their operational
costs and emissions. It is also particularly important as operational equipment (i.e.,
cranes, tugs, 18-wheelers, etc.) currently powered by fossil sources are increasingly
electrified. Given the significant diesel generation already in-use, customer-site solar
in seaport warehouse facilities would also provide significant cost benefits to port
operators. The Indian Green Ports program represents a prime example that this can
be achieved through proper industry-specific incentives, with 200MW of renewables
installed at ports across the country103. Given there are 10+ commercial ports across
Tunisia, this provides a scalable opportunity to improve port competitiveness and
reduce emissions.
Disadvantages: Even though there are several ports in Tunisia, they eschew the
typical PPP scheme, where there are limited incentives to reduce operational
expenses. In addition, seasonal variations in terminal operation mean that electricity
demand could vary by more than 30% from day to day or month to month. This
would mean that the port would have to either (a) undersize the PV system so that
it cannot meet peak electricity demand or (b) face significant curtailment risk during
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periods of low demand, given that STEG will only buy a maximum of 30% of electricity from
the rooftop system. Seaports have also seen a slight reduction in container traffic since
the COVID pandemic as seen in Figure 12, which likely has also resulted in a reduction in
electricity demand. This year-to-year vulnerability impacts rooftop PV sizing considerations
and could influence project bankability. However, this difference is not as significant as in
the aviation and tourism sectors.
Figure 12: Container Port Traffic Trends Since 2007 104

b. Airports

Advantages: Airports have much the same advantages as seaports for C/I solar. There is
a large amount of electricity demand and rooftop space. Both the Abu Dhabi and Dubai
Airports have used rooftop solar to reduce electricity costs with significant success.
Disadvantages: Given the different governing institutions involved in civil aviation and the
lack of a PPP model in existing airports to encourage cost savings, it may be particularly
burdensome from regulatory and administrative perspectives to install such a system.
There may be issues having to do with glare or foreign debris that may stop the project
from being approved for safety reasons. Additionally, given the small number of airports
(7) in Tunisia and the high-power demand, it may be more beneficial to install a utilityscale, ground mounted project to serve the needs of the airport, which would impose an
entirely different set of legal and regulatory requirements outside the scope of this project.
Airports have also seen a reduction in traffic since the COVID-19 pandemic (as seen in
Figure 13 and Figure 14), which likely means a reduction in electricity demand. This yearto-year vulnerability impacts rooftop PV sizing considerations and could influence project
bankability. These trends also impact the bankability of rooftop systems in the hospitality
and tourism sectors.
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Figure 13: Inbound Air Passengers Compared to Pre-Pandemic Levels:105

Figure 14: Freight Transport Since 2010106

c. Mines and Energy Intensive Industry

Advantages: The extractive industry has embraced solar PV across subSaharan Africa, as a high portion of electricity needs are procured through
diesel generators, making solar PV a cost-effective option. Also, because the
commodity sector (as well as construction inputs like steel, cement, and bricks) can
often have low margins, business leaders have been willing to experiment with new
ways to lower costs. Mining giants Rio Tinto, Umicore, and Anglo-American have
set relatively ambitious climate targets (considering the nature of their industry).
Scope two emissions reductions rely heavily on the use of on-site solar for mining
operations, with all three firms rolling out these systems across their facilities. Lastly,
most mining operations have a relatively stable op-tempo, meaning there is less
curtailment risk than more variable industries. While Tunisia’s mining sector is small,
it is nevertheless still the fifth largest exporter of phosphates in the world, and the
mineral sector contributes just over 2% to the country’s GDP107.
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Disadvantages: Like airports, it is not clear if mines would benefit more from groundmounted or rooftop projects. Additionally, given all active mines in Tunisia are stateoperated, there may be less operational flexibility. Since public mines do not face
market prices the way a privately competitive mine would, this reduces the need to
cut costs. While there are benefits to providing renewable energy to the commodity
sector, there are also significant downside repayment risks if there are global market
fluctuations; global phosphate prices have changed by over 30% in both directions
since 2015108. Additionally, the politically charged nature of the mining industry in
Tunisia may make it particularly more difficult to implement regulatory changes. Lastly,
given firms in these industries relatively higher tariffs than the other sectors (due to
their high energy demands placing them in a different consumer class), STEG has
delayed allowing these facilities to reduce their grid electricity consumption through
on-site solar. Notably, a solar installation at a brick manufacturing facility was stopped
after protests from representatives of STEG’s union109.
d. Consumer Goods

Advantages: Companies that sell goods to environmentally conscious consumers
are significantly more willing to procure renewable energy to avoid reputational
risk and differentiate themselves from competitors. Additionally, upstream suppliers
of consumer goods (i.e. textile companies) are likely to face increasingly stringent
emissions reporting and reduction requirements from their buyers, who are looking to
reduce emissions across their supply chain. The proliferation of corporate groups like
the Clean Energy Buyers Alliance, RE100, and the Science-Based Targets Initiative
in total encompass over 1000 companies, many of which have facilities in Tunisia or
source materials from Tunisia. These companies are willing to self-finance projects,
have sufficient access to capital, and present low risk of default compared to SMEs.
Disadvantages: The inability to conduct private-to-private sale of electricity in Tunisia
limits the scalability of these projects. Additionally, some companies may prefer to
invest in utility-scale projects and use these investments towards their renewable
energy targets rather than directly utilizing rooftop solar.
e. SMEs

Advantages: SMEs represent a huge rooftop solar potential, given their preference
for daytime operations (lending support to a solar PV system) and untapped potential.
SMEs are less likely than large industrial facilities or multinational corporations to be
aware of potential financial upsides of switching to a rooftop solar system. Most SMEs
own the property where they run their company, meaning they are much more likely to
be able to easily install a rooftop solar system than an organization leasing the space,
or one not responsible for electricity bills (i.e., apartment complexes).
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Disadvantages: SMEs face significant challenges that policymakers or development
institutions would have to address to scale the market. SMEs are significantly more
bound by credit constraints than larger companies and would thus greatly benefit
from a blended financing scheme or the ability to lease panels. There would also be
significant benefits in aggregating SME projects to reduce off-taker risk by diversifying
the project portfolio. SMEs with warehouses could benefit from legislation that would
allow developers to wheel power from the source of generation to use. There are
other problems with SMEs in solar that could not easily be corrected by policy changes
or donor intervention. Specifically, since SMEs are often concentrated in a single
location, they pose more distribution congestion potential and greater curtailment
risk. Significant variation in SME rooftop type also results in significant soft costs
associated with customizing installation and design. Lastly, many SMEs have very
small rooftops, which means that any installed system may be too small to justify
installation costs.
A Deloitte and World Bank joint study on rooftop-solar noted several barriers for
expanding rooftop solar for SMEs as outlined in Table 5110:
Table 5: Barriers to Rooftop Solar for SMEs

Operational Barriers

· Inadequate capacity and knowledge to perform periodic
maintenance on equipment
· Reluctance to invest in training staff or maintenance people

Technical Barriers

· Inadequate rooftop space, which results in undersized
systems
· Located near congested industrial areas with significant
shadows
· Rooftops are replaced at regular intervals and may have
alternative uses (i.e., HVAC)

Financing Barriers

·
·
·
·
·

Commercial Barriers
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Inadequate creditworthiness
Inadequate credit history
High upfront investment
Higher transaction costs due to smaller size system
Difficult to meet collateral requirements

· Business uncertainty
· Risk of payment delays and default
· Business planning horizon is limited (6-7 years)
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f.

Agriculture, Food Processing, and Aquaculture

Advantages: Agriculture represents a large market size, given it represents 12% of
Tunisia’s GDP and 16% of the country’s workforce111. Additionally, Tunisia is unique
compared to other countries in that a) the agriculture sector is not dominated by smallholder farmers and, b) 20% of products in the food processing sector are destined
for export112. This makes credit constraints a less significant impediment to adoption
of rooftop solar for most large-scale farmers. Additionally, the agricultural sector in
Tunisia is less politically powerful than in other countries; farmers and food processing
companies pay standard electricity tariffs, rather than a special rate specifically for
the agriculture sector. There are also significant financial opportunities for solar to
replace relatively more expensive distributed generation. Specifically, solar PV water
pumps can replace traditionally expensive diesel generators, and on-site solar can
be used to power electrical heaters to reduce the need for agricultural and industrial
heat needs currently supplied by natural gas or biomass. PV systems can also be
used to power aquaculture water pumping, and fish farmers can take advantage of
differences in water temperature to create a thermal storage system, making the
rooftop PV function closer to a combined solar and storage system.
Disadvantages: The seasonal nature of the agricultural sector makes system-sizing
complicated. The uneven load curve across time means that a system will either be
under-sized (not be able to meet full electricity demand) during peak season, or oversized during off-season. This is particularly exacerbated by the auto-consumption
rule that limits resale to 30% of system capacity. Additionally, while large-scale
agriculture, aquaculture, and food-processing firms may be able to benefit from
solar PV systems, smaller-scale farmers and businesses would likely face similar
constraints as traditional SMEs.
g. Tourism

Advantages: The key potential for tourism lies in hotels using solar water heating and
power consumption through PV installations. Usage of rooftop solar has been
especially successful in island tourism where electricity reliability is a challenge (such
as with Crete in Greece, Barbados, and Bora Bora) and where hotels rely on diesel
generators as back up options. Instead, solar and storage can effectively replace
hotels backup diesel generators. Tunisia’s tourism industry is one of the most important
economic drivers in the country, contributing an estimated 14% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and 389,000 direct and indirect jobs (13% of total employment)113. The
sector presents a key opportunity to adopt rooftop solar in a move towards eco-Tourism
through transitioning to rooftop solar energy use. At present, only 30 hotels in Tunisia
have some of solar energy use (mainly solar water heaters) through the PROSOL
Tertiary program114. As of 2019, there are about 827 accommodation establishments
in Tunisia115, representing a considerable market size. Apart from the standard use
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of solar energy in heating and indoor lighting, there are several other opportunities
for deploying solar, depending on the type of establishment. Solar-powered outdoor
equipment can help attain complete self-sustainable gardens and pools where solar
energy is used to power pumps, ornamental lights, and fountains.116 These solutions
are not only cost effective but also weatherproof and provide locational flexibility in
landscaping installation (when used with batteries). All the exterior lights – including
streetlights, flashlights, garden lights, pathway lights, accent lighting, and security
lighting can be solar powered as well.
Disadvantages: Despite the significant opportunity in the sector, there are specific
challenges that can hinder the implementation of solar PV in the sector. In hotels in
tourism areas, the peak load occurs during spring and summer when many foreign
visitors and Tunisians come to the coast, which makes it a seasonal load profile,
like other C&I use cases listed earlier like shipping and mines117, which makes it
hard to right size the PV systems. Moreover, the number of tourists have drastically
decreased since the onset of Covid-19, which creates uncertainty in being able to
afford this additional expenditure.
Figure 15: Tourism: number of arrivals118

Lack of awareness, and specific technical capacity needed to plan the implementation
of sustainable energy consumption are two significant barriers in adoption of rooftop
solar. Luxury beach hotels in Tunisia are the ideal candidates in adopting rooftop
solar, given the availability of space and energy needs. In successful examples of
luxury hotels implementing rooftop solar, an important factor was the contribution of
rooftop solar to getting LEED platinum certifications, which adds significantly to the
branding of eco-tourism for the establishment.
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h. Malls

Geant Tunis city (a commercial shopping center) has successfully implemented an
installation of 1.2MWp and was installed on 9 parking shades with a surface of 7000m
². These deployments cover 25% of the spaces’ electricity consumption. There are
about 15 shopping centers and malls in Tunis city which can be the target for replicating
the Geant model, since there is proof of concept on implementing solar rooftop PV.
Malls are energy intensive spaces with air conditioning and lighting requirements,
and therefore subsidizing energy costs through solar rooftop deployment presents a
key opportunity.
i.

Car parks and petrol pumps

Car parks and petrol pumps also present a key opportunity for expanding solar PV
deployment. Petrol pumps in the city as well as along highways would benefit from
self-generation of electricity in some cases. Petrol pumps in remote areas can be
self-sufficient in the face of intermittent electricity supply. They can also provide
electronic charging stations for traveling passengers through excess solar power
stored in batteries, which could be another revenue generating activity. Car parks are
usually in conjunction with large shopping centers and provide space for installing
solar panels, as demonstrated in the case of Geant Tunis city. Car parks in airports
also have significant solar deployment potential. India has a successful example of
implementing solar panels in car parks, such as at the Cochin International Airport.
The 2.67 MW project consisted of putting 8,472 solar panels on 27 carports over
about 20,000 square meters. However, the grid connected carport plant did require
a high level of engineering and designing skills to assemble the massive carport
structure.119 A regional example from Morocco shows a successful solar PV parking
project that was promoted by international and local institutions. Solar PV was built
over the parking shelter at the city hall in Marrakesh. The project was achieved by
a collaboration between Moroccan and Swedish firms.120 Following the success of
this pilot project, multiple oil stations in the city of Marrakesh have also built solar PV
parking lots.
j.

Government and Municipal Buildings

Tunisia is divided into 24 governorates and 264 municipalities which are the level
below the governorates.121 There is huge potential to explore reforms and upgrade
the energy system deployed by government buildings and at municipal level. Based
on the experience of developing countries, such as Algeria, to achieve green
municipalities, the country or the city must carefully determine the most suitable
ownership, partnership, and financing model to ensure the transfer of technology
and experience, set reasonable city-wide goals and form dedicated projects, which
leads to a clear roadmap. The experience from developed countries might not fit in
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the path taken in Tunisia due to the huge difference in social context.
The first municipal pilot project in Tunisia was built in Sfax in 2013, after PROSOL
ELEC went into effect in 2011. The project was financed by GIZ and set an important
example for the other public buildings. After the government municipal building
deployed the rooftop solar, middle schools, elementary schools and other public
buildings started to implement the same system as well. The Sfax municipal project
has already achieved positive energy balance, and it is receiving credits by selling
back the excess electricity to STEG via the net metering system. This pilot project
also benefited the local government and considerably reduced their utility costs,
especially after the increase of the electricity price in 2017. The local authorities also
simplified the process for local households to deploy the rooftop solar PV. All the
households need to do now is to choose the installers and sign the contract.
The public sector, including the government, may be willing to install a rooftop solar
system for the following reasons and opportunities:
·

Reduce electricity expenses and improve energy management in daily
operation: With the highly possible cut on subsidies from the national budget
for power supply, the electricity price is likely to increase in the future. The
installation of rooftop solar systems will reduce pressure on the government
operating budget. This will also play a significant role for government owned
or subsidized social housing.

·

Align with national goal of GHG reduction: Greening power systems are a
crucial step to contribute to the national goal of GHG reduction. Even if the
installation of rooftop solar systems for municipal buildings leads to high
upfront cost, actions must be taken to advance the climate change mitigation
goals.

Advantages:
·
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Municipalities can help catalyze the market for private players by supporting the
development of EPC contractors and establishing procurement relationships
with major suppliers. This will drive down soft costs and improve the rooftop
solar financial proposition for households and businesses. They will also
develop in-house technical and project development expertise, which they can
learn through close cooperation with development partners. Algeria brought
in GIZ to support Algeria in the development and integration of renewable
energies into the networks, the establishment of financing mechanisms for
renewable energies, the improvement of energy efficiency in industry, and
the macroeconomic modeling of long-term energy scenarios. The Ministry
of the Interior, Local Government and Spatial Planning (MICLAT) and GIZ
signed a contract for the implementation of the “green municipalities” project
on December 7th, 2020.
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·

Municipal projects could have several second order benefits. The “Green
municipalities” project in Algeria, both reduced energy consumption in the
pilot municipalities and improved energy management at municipal level.
This pioneer project is also expected to create an incentive framework for
the promotion of renewable energy and energy efficiency at municipal level,
leading other municipalities on the green path.

Disadvantages:
·

Further information transparency is required, such as creating an inventory of
city-owned sites and their solar potential. The project in Algeria is done by pilot
communes, focusing on development of sustainable communal energy plan
and scoreboards for monitoring energy consumption. A centralized source
of individual municipal building energy consumption, solar irradiance, and
rooftop size would be required to determine priority buildings.

·

Public buildings often also have limited rooftop space. The installation of
solar systems on existing buildings and different facilities that do not affect
the building’s function requires advanced experience and skills. In addition,
any necessary roof upgrades will increase total costs, which is likely to be the
case for aging municipal buildings. Based on research and stakeholder input,
different departments in the public sector are motivated in different ways
according to their public function and building type. The cost of repairing or
replacing rooftops varies significantly based on the building type. Based on
the US experience, the cost of replacing a large building’s rooftop could be
2-5 times higher than a residential building. The large variance will increase
overall installation costs. Identifying the building owner or decision-makers of
different department buildings may be challenging.

·

More tailored planning and adaptation to different scenarios is required for
the promotion of rooftop solar power generation in government-related public
sector areas, such as government office buildings, courts, fire stations,
hospitals, universities, etc. Facilities such as hospitals and fire stations require
24-hour uninterrupted stable power supply. The uncertainty in rooftop solar
power generation should be considered to fulfill the functions of the public
facilities. Therefore, the rooftop solar systems of these public facilities must
adapt to extreme conditions, such as continuous rainy weather, to ensure a
stable and continuous power supply. Measures that can be dealt with include
connection to the central grid and large-capacity on-site battery storage.

k. Hospitals

For hospitals, it is necessary to notice that they exhibit a consistent 24-hour load
profile with no convenient time to cut the typical power supply. So, the implementation
plan must consider the impact of construction and should not pose any risk to hospital
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operations. There are successful cases in California, but overall hospitals have not
been an early adopter of rooftop solar PV technology.
Tunisian public healthcare sector counts 109 district hospitals: 33 regional hospitals
and 24 modern teaching hospitals.122 Tunisia has fewer hospitals and slower
development of electricity storage and uninterruptible power supply technologies.
There are fewer realistic benefits expected from breakthroughs in solar rooftop power
generation for this scenario.
l.

Universities

The National Engineering School of Sfax (École Nationale d’Ingénieurs de Sfax –
ENIS) has implemented an installation of demonstration rooftop solar PV in their car
parking lot since 2016. Although in its initial stage and not used for actual utility bill
reduction, the 13 KW system is used for research and is considered as an example
for neighbor universities to deploy the system on a large scale.
Figure 16: The Rooftop Solar Experiment Project at National Engineering School of
Sfax123

American University uses both solar power purchase agreements (PPA) and directly
owned solar photovoltaics (PV) and solar thermal for on campus renewable energy.
They are financed by PPA with Washington Gas Energy Services and Skyline
Innovations. In 2011, 6 buildings were installed, including 2,150 solar PV panels,
which makes it the largest solar power system in Washington DC. The benefits of
this project are obvious: fighting climate change and reducing American University’s
energy bills.124
There are also recent plans in University of Cape Town (UCT) in South Africa. Although
not implemented yet, this project is an energy-saving 63.5 kW peak (or kWp) gridtied PV system, which will be installed on the roof by Solareff.125
Overall, the applicability to Tunisia is high. University funds are more abundant, and
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the application of this system can be used for academic technical research. However,
Tunisia has only seven publicly funded universities, encompassing a total of 90
higher-education establishments in all.126 As a result, there are significant market
size constraints.
m. Places of Worship

Places of worship within Tunisia have strong potential to become producers of
renewable energy through rooftop systems. As the government of Tunisia is secular
and the Constitution of Tunisia provides freedom of religion, it is important that a
government program aimed at deploying solar panels across places of worship
provide equal access to all places of worship, regardless of the religious affiliation.
With estimates placing close to 98% of the Tunisian population as Muslim127, most
of these buildings will be mosques. Namely, there are an estimated 5,470 mosques
throughout the country and less than 15 churches within the capital Tunis128.
Energy usage at mosques is very high, driven by daily pray five times a day requiring
lighting, heating, and cooling to be on throughout most of the day. However, researchers
estimate that, in conjunction with net metering, solar panels can decrease a mosques
energy bill by 50% and up to zero with appropriate planning129. Developing a national
program to ensure the installation of solar panels on mosques (and other places of
worship) across Tunisia is financially viable could decarbonize this non-residential
group and greatly increase solar penetration.
Two countries with internationally recognized green places of worship programs were
analyzed: Morocco and Jordan.

1. Morocco
Morocco’s ‘green mosques’ may be one of the most internationally recognized
programs to provide solar PV and energy efficiency measures to the country’s
mosques. Running as a one-time project, it was launched in January of 2015 and
ran through May 2021130. The overall goal of the program was to transfer renewable
energy and energy efficiency technologies and create jobs through creating market
opportunities for Moroccan companies. It was underpinned on the belief that mosques
and the country’s imams are key ambassadors to push the decarbonization transition
and that this high social standing should be leveraged to further decarbonization
goals. Regarding solar, the program provided 100% the cost for mosques to install
solar PV. The Moroccan government paid for the investments; however, a German
development cooperation helped provide these funds by supporting the investment
project. This program was only available to mosques that are owned by the Ministère
des Habous et des Affaires Islamiques (MHAI), and therefore considered public. Of
the 50-52 thousand mosques across Morocco, around 15,000 of them are owned by
the MHAI and more are managed by the MHAI131. Privately owned mosques did not
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have access to this program; although, information on how to build and then operate
a ‘green mosque’ was create and distributed to all mosque owners. As far as GIZMorocco is concerned, there are not currently any discussions to create a lasting
green mosque program to help finance the deployment of solar for privately owned
mosques. The reasoning behind which is that the goal of the program was to finance
the transition of public mosques while incentivizing private bienfaiteurs (citizens who
build mosques with their own funds (quite common in Morocco) to match the green
mosque approach for new and existing mosques. Whether this social or soft incentive
(i.e., no actual financial incentive) to become a ‘green mosque’ has been successful
or not is unsure.
An important and notable aspect of the green mosque program relates back
to leveraging the unique positioning that mosques and imams hold in society.
Specifically, using mosques and religious leaders as educational vehicles to spread
and share information on climate change and the ways in which individuals can help
the decarbonization effort. This originally began with the idea to have imams include
the topic within their Friday sermons, during which they reach the most people. This
was later extended to included mourchidates (a female religious leader position in
Morocco) and literacy teachers who can reach more people, especially women,
through their different communication channels. The increased focused on reaching
women was founded on the understanding that reaching women is important for
transmitting information to and within households. Workshops were initially held
to train the religious leaders tasked with disseminating this information. Due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, virtual platforms, such as WhatsApp groups, were used to
continue virtual engagement. Finally, mosques that participated in the program (and
those that fund projects on their own and submit requests for a green mosque label)
put a digital display in front of their building to show the total amount of energy the
mosque has generated to date and the corresponding carbon emission reductions.
Overall, Morocco has deployed solar across many of its mosques. However, this has
been done for the government owned mosques only. There is no national strategy
for places of worship in general and with the mosques that are government owned,
the government financed the entire cost and there were no financing mechanisms
utilized. This use case therefore lends less to the Tunisian context.

2. Jordan
Jordan has developed and launched one of the most extensive programs to support
the deployment of solar panels (and energy efficiency measures) across the country’s
more than 6,600 mosques. The Jordan Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Fund (JREEEF)was created in 2012 with the goal to provide funding to end users for
renewable energy and energy efficiency programs. In 2017 a government initiative
focused on retrofitting mosques with solar PV systems to decrease their overall
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draw of electricity from the grid began. The program is executed through the launch
of tenders that are being done on an area-by-area basis throughout the country.
Mosques located within the area can submit a PV proposal that includes the following
components: 1) size and capacity of the proposed project based on the building in
question and 2) the mosques electricity consumption over the last 12 months. If
approved, the government would provide up to 50% of the cost of the project through
direct government grants. Half of this grant (25% of the total project cost) would
be provided by JREEEF, with the other half of the grant (25% of the total project
cost) being provided by the Ministry of Awgaf (religious ministry). The remaining 50%
must be paid for by the mosque, namely through donations from members of the
mosque. According to secondary sources evaluated, many members of the mosque
community donate for these projects, so the lack of donation funds has not been
reported to be an issue. Approval rates for the program could not be located and a
coordinator of the program was unable to be interviewed.
An important aspect of the Places of Worship program has been leveraging mosques
as a place in which to educate citizens on climate change and promote sustainable
behavior change. As people visit mosques often throughout the day and their life,
mosques are understood as vectors for education. The educational programs
included are not as detailed as those seen in Morocco. Additionally, the program
aimed to strengthen the domestic solar PV installation market and provide added
local economic benefit as all the contractors involved were required to be Jordanian.
Overall, Jordan has been greening places of worship throughout the country. The
program has been successful with 500 mosques (out of 6,600) running on solar
power by 2019132; the program should be extended to Jordan’s churches as well if
not already the case. The national Places of Worship program is an ongoing program
that is continuing to provide grants for places where installations are economically
viable, which is usually not the case for the country’s smallest places. Due to the
ongoing program targeting places of worships through an innovative and unique cofinancing mechanism, this use case lends great insights to the Tunisian context.

3. Recommendations
As of December 2021, the Tunisian government announced the launch of a pilot
project for the energy transition of mosques in Tozeur. Launched in calibration with
ANME and the Ministry of Religious Affairs, the project will cover the cost of connecting
the 147 mosques in the Tozeur region that are currently connected to the LV grid to
renewable energy133. The 2.76 million dinars for this project will be provided by the
FTE. It is unclear if this pilot project contains any aspects of onsite distributed solar
installation. Due to the newness of this project, the details available were limited.
Better understanding the details of this pilot and seeing its success and challenges
in the next months should be considered in tandem with the recommendations listed
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below as learned from the use case analysis to develop an overall national program
for the energy transition of mosques (and other places of worship) within Tunisia.
There are several main aspects a of Tunisian Places of Worship Program to support
the deployment of solar panels that should be considered.
1) Funding
Designing a funding structure to ensure the affordability of installation and adequate
timeline for return on investment is crucial to the success of deploying solar panels
on places of worship throughout Tunisia. With the Jordanian example providing the
most successful use-case, it is recommended that the program leverage several of its
components and adjust according for the Tunisia example. Notably, the government
promised to cover half of the cost of the solar installation (up to a certain threshold)
if the place of worship funded the other half. With congregations able to rely on
financing and the donations of their members, reaching this half price mark has been
attainable for many. The area by area launch of tenders, where places of worship
must submit a solar proposal that includes the size and capacity of the project and
the buildings electricity’s consumption over the last 12 months, has been an effective
system. It is recommended the program develop resources to help places of worship
compile and submit the required proposals and find reputable solar installation
companies to work with.
Once the funding structure for places of worship receiving grants through the
government is organized, the government must decide how to fund the program.
As seen in the Jordanian context, the energy, and religious Ministries both provided
part of the funding (one quarter each) in a joint effort. Additionally, international funds
were secured for these programs through the UNDP. The government could also
partner with a specific group of local solar installation companies throughout the
country who are best suited to engineer on mosque architecture to help implement
this program to ensure optimal returns on the investment. Finally, a specific group
of lenders could be organized to operate within this program and help provide any
missing capital required for installation at a low and fixed interest rate.
2) Educational component
Places of worship are understood the be ideal context for which to introduce individuals
to solar and incentivize them to change their behavior. This is namely because they
command significant foot traffic and time on site, and religious leaders are trusted
and looked up to by many within the community. Accordingly, it is recommended
to incorporate various educational aspects of the program to occur through the
congregation community. As seen in the Moroccan case, religious leaders included
educational components on the energy transition in their sermons once a week. It is
recommended to do something similar, such as training religious leaders on how to
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best disseminate this information, using Fridays to reach the most people, and relying
on mourchidates to reach women who can transmit this information throughout the
households. The goal of this is to introduce people to solar, and other environmentally
friendly technologies and ideologies, get them curious to learn about, get conformable
with and bring back the information to their own homes. Specific information on the
PROSOL programs could be provided onsite and during these educational sessions
to increase access to these programs.
3) Additional program elements
The places of worship programs analyzed also considered various other environmental
elements within their overall program approach. Notably, there were programs and
focuses on increasing energy efficiency through deploying new technology within
mosques and attempting to change behavior. Messages of conservation, linked to
verses in the Qur’an, such as Sura VII:31 and Sura xxv:67, that teach to not waste or
exceed in consumption and hold just balances were used to spread these messages.
Additional programs focused on decreasing high-water consumption, used for
ablutions before prayer. While not the focus on this section on non-residential solar,
these are tangential elements that would be important to integrate when designing
an overall program.

5. Summary of Non-Residential Use Cases
We evaluated non-residential use cases based on the two following criteria to come
up with a ranking system:
1) Potential Market Size
For this metric, we considered three separate components:
·

·

·

Number of customers: This refers to the overall quantity of customers.
Sectors with many potential beneficiaries (i.e., SMEs, mosques) have a large
consumer base.
Electricity Demand: This refers to the demand per consumer for electricity.
While seaports and mining sites may offer a lower overall number of customers
in Tunisia, their large electricity demand is significant.
Rooftop Size: This refers to the role of rooftop configuration as a potential
limiting factor for otherwise large consumer bases. If there is some systematic
condition in the sector that makes rooftops too small to make a meaningful
contribution to off-taker electricity demand, this would hurt their score in this
category.

Each use-case is rated on a scale of 3 in this category, where 3 is the largest potential
market size and 1 is the smallest market size.
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2) Customer Capacity to Adopt
Customer capacity to adopt refers to the ease (or difficulty) associated with a customer
installing and utilizing a rooftop solar system. If the customer requires financial support
or a significant strategic shift (i.e., movement from a short time horizon to long time
horizon strategy) to install the PV system, then the use-case would score poorly.
On the contrary, if the customer currently relies on expensive diesel generators to
meet electricity demand (or if there are non-financial reasons why they would want to
install a PV system) they would score highly in this category. Each use-case is rated
on a scale of 3 in this category, where 3 is the highest customer capacity to adopt
such a system and 1 is the lowest capacity.
3) Applicability to Tunisia
This metric considers the political-economic factors in Tunisia and how they affect nonresidential PV adoption. Specifically, we looked at how reliant a specific customer may
be on government policy changes for project implementation. We also considered the
history of the sector in Tunisia, how adaptable or open to change it may be, and any
additional factors specific to the Tunisian context that could accelerate (or constrain)
rooftop PV adoption. Each use-case is rated on a scale out of 3 in this category,
where 3 is the highest applicability to Tunisia and 1 is the lowest applicability.
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· Power demand per facility is
relatively significant compared to
other commercial industries.

· There are 10+ commercial seaports
owned and operated by the Port
Authority, and several more
privately run recreational facilities.

1/3

Seaports: Composite score 5.5/9

Potential Market Size

· Seasonal variation in port operations may make
system sizing particularly difficult.

· Seaports often operate on long-time horizons,
making concerns about payback period less
salient.

· On-site power generation is also commercially
attractive because it allows utilization of shipshore power, helps satisfy chartering company
decarbonization targets, and simplifies future
electrification of other port equipment (i.e.,
container handling gear, vehicles).

· Diesel genset use is relatively high in seaports
compared to typical industrial facilities, making
the financial case for solar relatively more
attractive.

2.5/3

Customer Capacity to Adopt

· The current auto-consumption rule that
limits resale to 30% may be particularly
harmful to seaports due to seasonal power
demand variations.

· Government operation of port facilities
may reduce the likelihood of project
implementation, as there is less of a push
to reduce electricity costs and/or to meet
company decarbonization goals.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia

The priority recommendations, those with the highest scores, were outlined in the executive summary and are highlighted in
green in Table 6

Table 6: Ranking of Non-Residential Use Cases
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· Power demand per facility is
relatively significant compared to
other commercial industries.

· Seasonal variation in port operations may make
system sizing particularly difficult.

· Seaports often operate on long-time horizons,
making concerns about payback period less
salient.

· The current auto-consumption rule that
limits resale to 30% may be particularly
harmful to seaports due to seasonal power
demand variations.

· Government operation of port facilities
may reduce the likelihood of project
implementation, as there is less of a push
to reduce electricity costs and/or to meet
company decarbonization goals.

· Diesel genset use is relatively high in seaports
compared to typical industrial facilities, making
the financial case for solar relatively more
attractive.

· There are 10+ commercial
seaports owned and operated by
the Port Authority, and several
more privately run recreational
facilities.
· On-site power generation is also commercially
attractive because it allows utilization of shipshore power, helps satisfy chartering company
decarbonization targets, and simplifies future
electrification of other port equipment (i.e.,
container handling gear, vehicles).

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia

2.5/3

Customer Capacity to Adopt

1/3

Seaports: Composite score 5.5/9

Potential Market Size
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· There is ample rooftop availability
on-site.

· Given the highly regulatory nature of civil
and commercial aviation, there may be
structural/safety concerns that could slow
down/stop construction

· Rooftop space is readily available, operational
time horizon is long, and tariffs are in the
highest tier in the Tunisian market, making the
business case for on-site PV particularly salient.

· There are 15 Airports, Airfields, and
Airstrips in Tunisia.

· Power demand is relatively
significant compared to other
commercial industries

2/3

Customer Capacity to Adopt

1.5/3

Airports: Composite score 5.5/9

Potential Market Size

· Airports in Tunisia have previously utilized
PPP structures to incentivize cost reductions
in operations and have received financing
from DFIs for these airport developments/
upgrades.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia
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2.5/3
· SMEs represent the largest
opportunity in terms of number of
potential consumers given they
represent 40% of Tunisian GDP
and 56% of employment.
·
· Power consumption per
company is lower than in other
sectors.
·
· Rooftop space is less readily
available given facilities may
share rooftops with multiple
companies, or they may use
rooftop space for HVAC units or
other equipment.

SMEs: Composite score 6.5/9

Potential Market Size

Applicability to Tunisia

· SMEs benefit from greater power-demand
stability and daytime use than other C/I
offtakers.

· It is more difficult for SMEs to gain relevant
information like their load profile and seasonal
demand history in order to properly determine
system-size.

· At the same time, they primarily operate on a
shorter time-horizon than larger C/I offtakers
and may be less willing to support a longer
payback period investment.

· SMEs face greater financial constraints than
larger C/I offtakers and would likely be unable
to buy a system upfront or acquire low-interest
corporate debt.

· Additionally, due to variations in rooftop
structure and size, and the relative
nascent nature of the solar installation
market in Tunisia, soft costs will be
particularly high for SMEs (driving up
LCOE).

· However, since most SMEs tend to
co-locate in similar locations, STEG
would also have to deal with potential
distribution congestion issues if selfconsumption is lower than expected.

1.5/3
2.5/3
· SMEs face lower tariffs than other C/I
· Given the highly subsidized nature of
consumers given their relatively low
SME electricity bills, STEG is currently
consumption levels. This makes the financial
operating on a loss by providing
case for rooftop solar more difficult. This makes
electricity to these consumers. As a
the financial benefit of shifting to on-site solar
result, rooftop PV installations from
less meaningful.
SMEs could reduce STEG’s subsidy costs.

Customer Capacity to Adopt
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Customer Capacity to Adopt

· These firms are more susceptible to consumer
pressures to reduce their environmental
footprint.

· Various multinationals with netzero commitments or that are a
part of RE100, Science-Based
Targets Initiative, or CEBA have
offices in Tunisia.

· Significant power demand onsite and wide utilization of large
warehouse spaces with ample
rooftop availability.

· The higher tariff levels (compared to residential
or SME rates) means that an on-site solar PV
· Textile manufacturing companies
system would also reduce costs on the margin
that serve these firms are also
prominent.

3/3

2/3

Consumer Facing Multinationals: Composite score 7/9

Potential Market Size

· Lack of ability to set up SPVs or conduct
private-private sale of electricity
particularly hurts the scalability of this
use-case.

· Manufacturing represents 16% of GDP in
Tunisia (compared to 26% for Vietnam)
and <30% of all firms in Tunisia produce
products for export, so the available
market is relatively low compared to
other countries with similarly sized
economies.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia
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Customer Capacity to Adopt

3/3

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia

· The agriculture sector represents · Diesel gensets are prominently used across
· Unlike other countries where agriculture
12% of Tunisia’s GDP and 16%
the agricultural value chain (for both power
plays a prominent role in the economy,
of Tunisia’s workforce.
and operations), meaning the business case
Tunisian farmers do not receive an
for on-site solar is particularly strong.
electricity tariff more subsidized than
· 20% of products in the foodother sectors, which will help provide a
processing sector are destined
· Solar PV water pumps can replace
pricing signal to drive installation of onfor export, and larger scale
traditionally expensive diesel-powered
site PV.
farms and processing centers
systems.
are becoming more prominent
· However, the agricultural sector is
compared to small-holder
· On-Site Solar has also been used to power
still highly regulated in Tunisia and
facilities.
electric heaters to reduce agricultural
implementing system-wide change may
industrial heat needs.
prove difficult.
· Competing demands for land
make rooftop facilities more
· Increasing prominence of larger scale firms
· The seasonal nature of the agricultural
desirable than ground-mounted
means constraints surrounding feasibility
sector in Tunisia complicates systemPV.
study financing/ project capital raising are less
sizing due to the traditionally uneven
significant.
load-curve. This is exacerbated by the
auto-consumption rule that limits resale
· Solar PV systems can be used for
to 30% of system capacity
aquaculture aeration, and the overall system
cost is lower than it would be for other
sectors since operators can use DC shunt
motor driven pumps and avoid purchasing an
inverter. Depending on water temperature,
the PV system could also use transfer heat
into immediate waters as an indirect form of
thermal storage.

2.5/3

Agriculture, Food Processing, and Aquaculture: Composite score 7.5/9

Potential Market Size
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3/3

· However, many energy intensive industries
have already invested significant funds in
negotiating a MV grid interconnection or may
use readily available on-site coal (for cement
facilities) or natural gas (for chemical facilities)
to satisfy power demand.

· While there may be rooftop
availability, operating firms may
· Diesel gensets are readily used in mining
bias towards ground-mounted
operations, so switching to on-site PV is a
systems due to power needs and
financially attractive option.
land availability.

· The Mining industry represents
2% of Tunisia’s GDP, primarily
in phosphate. However, power
demand for a given mining
operation is significant.

· Major industrial sectors like
· Firms in these sectors operate facilities with
cement, chemicals, and
20+ year lifetimes, so time-horizon/payback
materials constituent a significant
period is not a concern.
portion of Tunisia’s electricity
demand.
· Additionally, the (comparably) high tariff rates
in these sectors and the relatively stable load
· Large warehouses provide
profiles means the business case for on-site
significant rooftop space.
PV is high.

2.5/3

Mining and Energy Intensive Industry: Composite score 6.5/9

Potential Market Size

· However, given the relatively local
nature of the industry in Tunisia, the
primary driver of PV uptake in this sector
would be based on cost savings.

· While private sector mining is allowed,
assets and operations are primarily
controlled by the state. These facilities
have historically been slow to implement
cost reduction strategies or to respond
to market shifts.

· If these sectors were controlled by
multinational conglomerates with
climate goals or if the end-products
were destined for export, firms may be
willing to pay a premium for chemicals
or materials with lower emissions
content.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia
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· Hotels can use both solar
energy as well as solar water
heaters.

· Hotels rely on diesel gensets for
back up generation – solar and
battery is a feasible alternative.

· Beach luxury hotels present the
greatest potential.

· Access to finance is relatively easy for
large hotel groups; technical assistance
could be relevant.

· Challenges of profitability due to the
ongoing covid – so not an immediate
potential customer group

· Contributes about 14% of GDP

· 827 accommodation
establishment

2/3

Customer Capacity to Adopt

3/3

Hotels/Tourism: Composite score 7.5/9

Potential Market Size

· Marketing opportunity for hotels to
enter the segment of eco-tourism

· International hotel chains with
sustainability and decarbonization
goals are potential early adopters.

· Already eligible in the MV category of
the auto production regime

· Applicability is relevant, given
the market size and customer
affordability.

· Tourism is a significant part of the
Tunisian Economy.

2.5/3

Applicability to Tunisia
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· Proof of concept through Geant Tunis city
– which emphasizes that this model can
potentially be scaled.

· Potential for implementation
but rooftop spaces could be a
challenge.

2/3
· Customer capacity dependent on the
facility the car park is attached to –
highest potential in airports, shopping
centers, other office spaces.

· 3/3

· Ease of availability of space

Petrol pumps/Car parks: Composite score 7/9

· Designing and technical feasibility is more
of a challenge than access to finance

· Larger malls and shopping centers are
more likely to adopt.

2.5/3

2/3

Malls and Shopping Centers: Composite score 5/9

Potential Market Size

· Since car parks and petrol pumps will
have the space for solar installations
but not the demand for the same, the
main determinant of applicability will
be the ability of the owners to wheel
power and sell to other users.

2/3

· Regulation exists but might have to
be implemented through a direct retail
sale method than auto production due
to challenges in rooftop space on the
mall building.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia
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Customer Capacity to Adopt

· Hospitals require 24-hour uninterrupted power
supply, which places high demands on power
storage and other technologies.

· Tunisian public healthcare
sector counts 109 district
hospitals: 33 regional hospitals
and 24 modern teaching
hospitals.

· There are ongoing plans to
deploy rooftop solar PV on
hospital in Tunisia.

1/3

1.5/3

Hospitals: Composite score 3.5/9

· There is already a successful
pilot project in Sfax, and it has
achieved energy payment
balance.

· Although in the midst of a public finance crisis,
the government has some ability to reform
from its own operations.

· Tunisia is divided into 24
governorates and 264
municipalities. The government
buildings represent huge
potential.

2/3

Applicability to Tunisia

· Tunisia has fewer hospitals and
slower development of electricity
storage and uninterruptible power
supply technologies. There are fewer
realistic benefits expected from
breakthroughs in solar rooftop power
generation for this scenario.

1/3

· Tunisia has strong incentive to green
its own government operation. Like
the situation in Algeria, Tunisia can
also cooperate with expert companies
· The government may have access to cheaper
and conduct local data collection and
debt or fewer permitting processes and deploy
testing through pilot communities,
the green municipality program at a lower cost.
for example reduplicating the Sfax
municipal project.

2/3

3/3

Municipal level & government buildings: Composite score 8/9

Potential Market Size
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· Given specific programs to help provide
financial assistance for solar deployment and
the donation contributions from members.

· There are an estimated 5,400
mosques in Tunisia.

· Mosques consume large
amounts of energy, and many
have roof space to install good
sized solar systems.

1/3

1.5/3

Mosques: Composite score 8/9

· University funds are more abundant, and the
application of this system can be used for
academic technical research.

· Tunisia has seven publicly
funded universities,
encompassing a total
of 90 higher-education
establishments in all.
· The university is more advanced and prepared
in solar technology.

3/3

Customer Capacity to Adopt

1.5/3

Universities: Composite score 6/9

Potential Market Size

· Mosques are an attractive use case.
The success of the program depends
on securing funds to support the
program and establishing an effective
government program to support
mosques and help leverage their
position within communities.

1/3

· The number of universities is small,
and relevant experience can be
learned from National Engineering
School of Sfax

1/3

Applicability to Tunisia

6. Supporting Policies for Non-Residential Use Cases
Given the unique challenges in each specific use-case, the policy response to support a given sector may vary widely. Table 7 provides a list of supporting policies
broken down by use case and includes all use cases that scored higher than a 6.5
from the ranking in Table 6. Note that specific use cases may require more supporting policies than others, which contributes to the difference in scores. However,
socio-political considerations may make some use cases more desirable than others
in situ, which is why supporting policies for otherwise marginal use cases (SMEs,
mining, and energy intensive industry) are included along with high scoring usecases where minimal policy action is required to incentivize deployment (municipal
buildings, mosques).
The table also lists the appropriate ownership structures and business models that
developers could use for the given use case, and the primary sources of financing for
a project. The specific types of business models and financing sources are defined in
further detail in the appendix.
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1
2

Bring in an expert partner
Set city-wide goals and examples
Pilot communities, i.e. case in Algeria

Funding: Grants from government and/or fixed low interest loans
Development of social change programs to be implemented through mosque
congregations

·

·

Definitions in Appendix
Definitions in Appendix

Concessionary Finance: expand the existing loan facilities for small-holder farmers
looking to utilize solar PV for power or for solar-water pumps.
Exceptions to Auto-consumption regime to allow >30% resale: This is particularly
relevant given the seasonal load profile in agricultural installations.

Agriculture, Food Processing, and Aquaculture

·
·

Mosques

·
·
·

Green municipal & government buildings

Supporting Policies for Government

·
·
·

·

·
·

·

·
·

Solar Lease
Rooftop Lease
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Government
Procurement
Self-Ownership
Community
Ownership
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Solar Lease
Government
Procurement

Appropriate
Business Model(s)1

The priority recommendations, which were outlined in the executive summary, are highlighted in green.

Table 7: Supporting Policies for Non-Residential Use Cases

·
·

·

·
·

·

·

·

Subsidized
Loan
Bank Loan
Government
Grant

Government
Grant
Crowdfunding
Subsidized
Loan

Subsidized
Loan
Government
Grant

Source of
Financing2
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3
4

Technical assistance to conduct feasibility assessment studies for rooftop solar in
establishments.
The government can promote eco-tourism and create decarbonization goals for the
tourism sector.
Accelerated depreciation for solar assets

Exceptions to auto-consumption regime to allow >30% resale for seasonal industries
Allowance for private-private sale of electricity
Streamlining of approval processes for installations
Accelerated depreciation for solar assets
Import duty exemptions

Requirements to procure a fraction of electricity on-site for state universities
Grant funding for pilot projects

·
·
·

Definitions in Appendix
Definitions in Appendix

Exceptions to auto-consumption regime to allow >30% resale
Accelerated depreciation for solar assets
Government subsidies for EV charging infrastructure (to increase self-consumption)

Petrol Pumps and Car Parks

·
·

Universities

·
·
·
·
·

Consumer Facing Multinationals

·

·

·

Hotels/Malls

Supporting Policies for Government

·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·
·
·

Self-Ownership
Solar Lease
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Government
Procurement

Self-Ownership
Solar Lease
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Self-Ownership
Solar Lease
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Appropriate
Business Model(s)3

·
·

·

·

·
·

·
·

Bank Loan
Direct
Financing

Direct
Financing
Crowdfunding

Bank Loan
Direct
Financing

Bank Loan
Direct
Financing

Source of
Financing4
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5
6

Direct Regulation: The government can accelerate market growth in state owned
enterprises (SOEs)or heavily regulated industries by requiring SOEs to procure a
certain fraction of electricity on-site.
Facility Privatization/Concession: For government operated facilities like ports
and mines, introducing a price-signal to reduce operational costs could increase
deployment of on-site solar.

·

·

·

·

·

Definitions in Appendix
Definitions in Appendix

The government can provide low-interest loans and/or CAPEX subsidies, first-loss
financing, or repayment guarantees.
Legislation that would allow a facility to wheel power from the source of generation
to the source of demand. This could allow SMEs to better use their warehouse
space, and STEG could benefit by charging a distribution use of service (DUOS) fee.
Tariff Reform: Given SMEs face a heavily subsidized electricity rate, the business case
for rooftop solar would improve with increased tariffs.
Legal Support for Project Aggregation: Financiers are less likely to finance SME solar
projects out of concerns about idiosyncratic risk. The government could allow for
the aggregation to support risk pooling.
Tax Incentives for Equipment Lease: Given the financial constraints SMEs face
relative to larger C/I players, they would disproportionately benefit from being able
to lease solar PV equipment. The government could support equipment leasing by
offering corporate tax exemptions for leased solar PV equipment.

SMEs

·

·

Mining and Energy Intensive Industry

Supporting Policies for Government

·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

Solar Lease
Rooftop Lease
Aggregated SPV
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

·

·
·

Private to Private Sale
Self-Ownership
·
Government
Procurement
·
Direct PPA or Energy
as a Service

Appropriate
Business Model(s)5

Bank Loan
Subsidized
Loan
Direct
Financing (if a
Lease)

Direct
Financing
Bank Loan

Source of
Financing6

F. Focused Research Questions
In this third section we examine policies that can complement above recommendations
on rooftop solar in Tunisia, as well as build upon the current PROSOL ELEC schemes.
This was based on the second phase of the project scope of work, which was to:
Analyze options for extending the scope of the Building NAMA towards other
EE-related technologies
Evaluate with the possibilities for introducing PnP Systems in Tunisia
Review of options and recommendations for bulk purchase of ≤1 kW PV
systems
Recommendations on the design of the follow-on phase of PROSOL ELEC
Économique

·
·
·
·

The above research questions are more targeted than our residential and nonresidential PV assessments and as such required a slightly different methodological
approach. We researched the specific policy ideas at hand (energy efficiency, PnP,
bulk purchasing) to assess their applicability in Tunisia. We then provide normative
assessments of the costs and benefits of potential policies based on this research.
However, this research builds on ideas from our residential and non-residential
analysis.
Energy efficiency measures help reduce PV system size and capital cost, reducing
the up-front financial burden for homes and small businesses. A variation of PnP
systems is used in Egypt, and their applicability and economic efficiency in Tunisia
is assessed in this section (analyzing <1KW systems specifically). Additionally, the
review of bulk purchases relied on lessons learned relating to demand aggregation
for non-residential users and from an analysis on the development of the solar PV
supply-chain, which was assessed in the Vietnam residential case-study.
The final section—recommendations on the design of the follow-on phase of PROSOL
ELEC Économique —is based on the accumulated understanding of financing gaps
from our review of the residential and non-residential sectors. The PROSOL ELEC
Économique program has made it easier for some households to acquire loans for
solar PV systems by reducing credit constraints and financing gaps. Based on the
current installation pipeline, by 2024 the program is expected to result in at least
65,000 middle-income households with Solar PV systems, helping to avoid 915,557t
in CO2 emissions134 approximately EUR 13 million, while the Tunisian government
will save about EUR 78 million in fossil fuel subsidies. At the same time, the low level
of rooftop solar deployment in Tunisia outside this program, and the under-capitalized
nature of the Tunisian financial sector more broadly, highlight a significant additional
role subsidized loan programs can play in accelerating the energy transition in
Tunisia. Specifically, we note the following limits to the PROSOL ELEC Économique
program that affect its long-run sustainability and impact:
·
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Credit constraints outside the residential sector that are currently not being
addressed
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·

Credit constraints for procurement of other emissions-reducing
technologies, not included in existing legislation

·

Even though the program saves the Tunisian government in fossil fuel
subsidies, it requires an upfront commitment from the FTE to support
the blended finance scheme. As such, financial mechanisms to drive the
same level of PV deployment at limited cost would improve the program’s
financial sustainability.

As such, we provide a suite of options to expand the existing program to better meet
these three objectives.

1. Energy Efficiency
According to the International Energy Agency, two-thirds of the expected carbon
dioxide emission reductions in developing countries must come from improved energy
efficiency, and the balance from changes in the mix of energy supply technologies135.
Energy efficiency gains, through a reduction in energy use per unit of economic
output, can be achieved in two ways: a) changes in economic structure that reduce
energy demand, and b) improvement in technical efficiencies. The latter is more
amenable to policy influence, since the former depends on larger macroeconomic
trends.
Specific energy efficiency policies typically focus on achieving technical savings, that
is, reducing energy use per unit of physical output, not output value. Energy savings
potential exists in both new and existing facilities. Over the longer term however,
it is important to improve technical efficiencies in new facilities to avoid a lock in
into inefficient infrastructure. Therefore, the challenge lies in creating incentives for
investors to adopt energy efficiency solutions through policy and regulation.
There are several factors that determine energy efficiency in new buildings: building
design, ventilation and lighting system design, insulation, construction methods, and
efficient lighting, heating, and cooling equipment. These factors are invariably the
responsibility of the designers, developers, and construction companies, who are not
ultimately the users of the buildings.
Therefore, policy and regulation need to address this principal agent problem to
incentivize the builders of new facilities to implement energy efficient choices.136
While in existing buildings, the most viable options for energy efficiency projects
involve renovation of energy service systems (such as lighting, heat, ventilation, and
air conditioning [HVAC], and water pumping) in commercial and public buildings as
well as residential buildings. However, replacement projects are harder to implement.
Besides these larger projects to improve efficiency at scale, there are opportunities to
deploy energy efficiency in a distributed way in both the residential and non-residential
sector. The following section details what policies Tunisia has implemented in energy
efficiency and how they can be improved upon.
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a. Existing Policies in Tunisia

Tunisia has significant existing plans in energy efficiency which cover both the
residential and non-residential buildings sector. The country’s Energy Management
Strategy has a strong energy efficiency component which aims to reduce overall
primary energy consumption by 30% in 2030, compared to the baseline scenario.137
Tunisia has taken specific steps both in the residential and non-residential sector
for implementation of energy efficiency through energy efficient appliances and
enhanced building codes, as well as energy audits. The policy approaches in EE
can be categorized as follows, where Tunisia has achieved success in some of the
categories.
The labeling program, (Energy Efficiency Labels) and the minimum energy
performance standards (MEPS), have been successful at creating a market for
energy efficient appliances. The labelling and MEPS program for household
appliances came into force in 2004. The program is coordinated by ANME with the
involvement of key public and private stakeholders. There is mandatory energy
labeling for three types of products (home refrigerators, home freezers, home air
conditioning) and minimum energy performance standards for four types of products
(home refrigerators, home freezers, home air conditioning and incandescent lamps).
In addition, washing machines and lamps are under development through testing
and roll out of the standardized products in the retail market. The ANME and the
Ministry of Trade work with various retail suppliers, importers, and manufacturers to
ensure standard compliance from the supply side is achieved. 138
Tunisia also has an energy performance labelling system for buildings call the
ECOBAT system7. Tunisia is one of the few countries in the region which has a
mandatory energy performance labelling system for buildings. 139140
1) Mass Rollouts of Energy Efficiency Technologies
Countries in Africa have had relative success with the mass rollouts of technologies
such as CFLs. Ghana and Mauritius report savings of 124MW and 14 MW at peak
load due to the distribution of CFLs. However, significant monitoring is required to
ensure that the inefficient technologies are not being reverted to – for example,
Morocco had installed 4.5 million CFLs by the end of 2010 but lists “weak monitoring
and control” and the absence of a “quality label” on the CFL lamps as barriers to
success. An overall concern with mass rollouts is whether their adoption would be
sustainable or not.141
In Tunisia, overall, the deployment of efficient lighting technologies has been slow
7 The certification is based on three factors: the building envelope, technical equipment and resource
management (energy, water and waste). The envelope and technical equipment account for 90% of the marks.
The label is granted when a building’s score exceeds the maximum performance level by 20% for old buildings
and 30% for new
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to pick up. The project “Leapfrogging Tunisia’s Lighting Market to High Efficiency
Technologies”142 aims to support and enhance stakeholder capacity for pursuing
strategic lighting policies and through promotion of energy-efficient lighting
technologies among end users and local manufacturers. This three-year project, with
an investment cost of $2.7 million, is a partnership between ANME and the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) United for Efficiency (U4E) initiative,
supported by funding from the Global Environment Facility (GEF). The main
components of the project are:
·

Regulatory mechanisms like updating the minimum energy performance
standards (MEPS) for lighting products and associated labelling
requirements

·

Supporting local manufactures to transition to the production of LED
lamps and improve product quality

·

Ensuring strengthening capacity to monitor and enforce compliance with
the MEPS and labelling

·

Creating frameworks for sound management of lighting products and their
disposal in an environmentally friendly manner.

2) Incentive Schemes
There are incentive schemes in place primarily targeting the residential sector that
are a combination of a subsidy on the purchase price of energy efficient appliances
and a favorable interest rate on financing the purchase of new appliances.
·

PROSOL LED143: This program aims to distribute more energy efficient LED
lights to households, with a target of distributing 3 lights per house to about 1.2
million households, or 40% of the households connected to the grid. Priority
would be given to households with the cheapest electricity bill or highest
subsidized electricity.8 The program was expected to start in 2020 and last
for about 2 years.

·

PROMO-FRIGO144: This program aims to replace about 400,000 refrigerators
that are more than 10 years old with more energy efficient appliances by
giving the consumer a subsidy for the purchase cost of the new appliance.
The program proposes an incentive mechanism to encourage users to
replace their old fridges with newer and more energy efficient appliances.
Households who participate will receive a 25% subsidy for the cost of the
appliance and the remaining amount will be financed through a 5-year credit
system with a subsidized interest rate.145

The incentive scheme combined with the energy certification, testing, and market
support for these products has led to a significant success in phasing out lower
8 The residential sector consumes 4.7GWh (figures 2015) of electricity per year, which represents 30% of
electricity distributed by the STEG. Lighting alone represents 15% of household electricity consumption.
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energy efficient appliances like refrigerators and air conditioners over the last 20
years and currently, the bulk of the air conditioners are Class 1 and Class 2 (the most
energy efficient).146
In the industrial sector, the key program focuses on the energy audits of buildings,
regulatory measures like thermal regulations. ANME also assists the industrial sector
in implementing cogeneration projects and obtaining certifications in the Energy
Management system and the EcoBat label.147
3) Financing
Depending on the type of customer being targeted (municipal, residential, or
non-residential), appropriate financing mechanisms will vary. The main financing
mechanism for both RE and EE is in Tunisia is through the FTE.
Access to financing remains a key issue across residential, non-residential and
public sectors to implement energy efficiency measures. A key challenge, especially
in the government sector, is the coordination among multiple ministries and allocating
financing based on energy savings achieved. No central agency exists that is tasked
with this responsibility and therefore one of the key issues in implementing and
financing a systematic program for energy efficiency in the government is anticipated
to be a lack of an ESCO that can channel funds and manage the cost savings from
implementing EE project, that is, realize the benefits and monetize them.
a. Opportunities

Given the existing labeling, energy performance programs implemented in the
residential sector, Tunisia can further expand the range of products and sectors under
the energy efficiency standards and labeling through the following policy options:
1) Collective purchasing of new technologies like CFL or LED by the
government for distribution
There have been successful examples of an aggregated approach to catalyze
market growth for EE technologies. In India, the World Bank developed a partnership
with Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), which aggregates and finances
residential and public sector energy efficiency in India. EESL aggregates demand
for energy-efficient appliances and equipment through bulk purchase agreements,
providing financing, and aggressive marketing and promotion. The business model
relies on using a combination of financing sources, including equity capital from its
promoters, loans from development partners and commercial lenders to provide
upfront financing for investments which can be repaid based on energy saved by
consumers. This business model works to serve smaller consumers, where EESL
is expanding markets for energy-efficiency products by driving down prices, making
them more affordable to the broader market. The approach has helped deploy more
than 275 million LED bulbs, 4.2 million LED tube lights, and 4 million streetlights in
municipalities. The retail prices of LED bulbs are on par with CFL bulbs with further
price reductions expected. 148
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2) Energy efficiency measures for new buildings149
The NAMA facility in Morocco for energy efficiency has more specific activities to
support the buildings sector. The NAMA Facility will finance both the housing
developers and retailers of appliances. The technical component will support the
improvement of existing laws and regulations as well as enforcement. The technical
component emphasizes raising awareness on energy efficiency improvements for
stakeholders along the value chain (project developers, construction companies,
municipalities, households). Similarly, ANME can design a specific program to work
exclusively with key housing developers to develop a framework on regulation for
energy efficiency measures for new facilities.
3) Combining energy efficiency with rooftop solar
Offering energy efficiency assessment to households along with rooftop solar
deployment could be a significant way to encourage households to adopt energy
efficiency for savings in energy consumptions to ultimately downsize their systems
based on the savings. Energy efficiency solutions can potentially be provided as
a package with rooftop solar- to deploy solar after achieving efficiency gains. The
region of Sfax in Tunisia has pilot projects which help carry out an energy efficiency
feasibility study to right size the solar system needs, after energy efficiency measures
have been implemented – this saves costs to customers and provide energy savings
to the grid.
4) Rebates on energy bills
In Morocco, a program that has been successful is the 20-20 initiative. It offers a 20%
rebate on any energy bill that conserves 20% of energy when compared with the
same month in the previous year.
5) Setting up a Super Energy Services Company150
ESCOs are defined to include any company using energy performance contracting
as part of energy efficiency investment transactions. An energy performance contract
(EPC) in the ESCO business may be broadly defined as a contract between an
ESCO and its client, involving an energy efficiency investment in the client’s facilities,
the performance of which is somehow guaranteed by the ESCO, with financial
consequences for the ESCOs. Therefore, having these guarantees can facilitate
commercial financing, which could also be channeled through the ESCO.
An ESCO set up by the government is known as the super ESCO; Morocco is set
to launch its super ESCO. Its main function is to help the public sector finance and
implement EE projects. Super ESCOs in international experiences have demonstrated
themselves to be very effective in upscaling EE services and promoting an ESCO
market in countries where this market is non-existent or very small. It can provide a
rapid path to implement national EE programs and overcome a lot of market related
and access to finance barriers.
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2. PV Plug n Play Systems
PnP systems have been used across rural Sub-Saharan Africa and South/Southeast
Asia to meet electricity demand for rural communities with low electricity demand. The
off-grid solar industry (which includes PnP, pico-solar lighting, solar home systems
(SHS), and electric appliances designed for these systems) has grown into a $1.75
billion annual market that provides energy services to 420 million users. More than
180 million off-grid solar units have been sold worldwide151.
For the purposes of this report, PnP systems are defined using the World Bank
ESMAP definition of “...an all-in-one packaged kit. These have LED lights for multiple
rooms…a solar panel with power rating up to 100 Wp for small SHS and higher for
large SHS, and a rechargeable battery. These systems may include assorted energyefficient appliances, including mobile charging stations, radios, fans, televisions, and,
in some higher-end systems, refrigerators.” Where a SHS is defined as having “…a
solar panel rated 11 Wp and higher and includes both home lighting systems and large
systems which can power appliances”152
PnP systems have been proven to be effective for the following types of households:
·

People without a grid connection: A PnP system may be a viable option to
provide a basic level of electricity access for rural communities. The utility may
not be able to afford to expand transmission and distribution infrastructure to
this area, and the ability and willingness to pay for electricity services may
be low.

·

People within 1km distribution network (under the grid) but without an
electricity connection: A PnP system could be useful if a household is unable
to pay for connection fees or for whatever reason is unable or unwilling to
connect to the grid, provided their electricity demand is low enough that it
can be met through a PnP system.

·

People with unreliable grid connections: Grid connected communities with
low total electricity demand but interest in continuity in supply may benefit
from a PnP system, provided a mini-grid or traditional rooftop solar is too
expensive and/or unnecessarily large.

A World Bank report defines customer segments for PnP systems as follows in
Figure 16:
Figure 17: Electricity Customer Segments153
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The Alliance for Rural Electrification and Africa EU Renewable Energy Cooperation
program use the following qualitative assessment in Figure 17 to determine where
grid connection, mini grid, PnP systems are most viable:
Figure 18: Illustrative View of Comparison between Mini-Grids, Solar Home Systems,
and Grid Electricity154

This diagram highlights two important points:
·

SHS and PnP systems are significantly more costly than mini-grids or grid
power on a per kWh basis. Based on examples from other countries, Alliance
for Rural Electrification concludes that PnP systems are the most expensive
generation option if household electricity consumption is greater than 10KWh/
month155.

·

SHS and PnP systems are most viable in low population density areas with
complex terrain and low economic output a significant distance from the
national electricity grid.

Given the current 99.8% grid electrification rate in Tunisia156, relatively high levels
of electricity reliability, and the fact that lowest tariff band households consume 3350 kWh/month, PnP systems are likely not the most economically efficient way of
providing electricity to rural consumers. However, that is not to say they are not
without their benefits. Specifically, since the lowest demand, highest cost households
pay the lowest tariffs, STEG is currently losing approximately $35/KWh by providing
electricity to the lowest tariff band customers. If the cost of PnP systems is split
between the customer and donors, STEG would improve their financial position
by allowing the expansion of PnP systems. If the households consume electricity
through a PnP system, STEG could pass the cost of serving these customers from
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their balance sheet, with the customers themselves and donors (who would subsidize
SHS) bearing the provision costs.
While expansion of PnP provision may be a cost-effective measure for STEG, it
imposes additional costs on customers and donors. Additionally, considering the 5%
per annum growth in electricity demand, PnP systems may only provide short-term
value for STEG, as many customers may outgrow their small generation potential157.
A mini grid presents an alternative option to PnP systems for low consuming
households. A mini grid could provide an economically efficient alternative where
STEG no longer faces the financial burden of serving these customers and there is
still significant room for residential demand growth. Mini grids—for the purpose of
this discussion—are solar PV systems designed to service the electricity needs of
an entire community. The mini grid could be a solar, storage and diesel system to
service the community 24/7, or it could only serve the community during designated
times, with the grid filling in during the remaining times. In comparing the costs
of construction of various options, this analysis assumes a 125KW mini-grid that
includes solar PV, battery storage (in the form of a lead-acid battery) and a small
diesel generator to meet peak load.
The mini-grid business model could be structured in three different ways:
·

Contractual Approach: In this model, STEG would pay a mini-grid contractor
to develop a mini-grid and manage all customers in the designated service
area (including billing, metering, and collection). STEG would pay the minigrid operator a fixed fee for their services and the mini-grid operator would
be required to pay STEG all proceeds that come from tariff collection. The
tariff rate would remain unchanged.

·

Full Concessionary Approach: In this model, there is no financial arrangement
between the mini-grid operator or STEG; STEG cedes all responsibility on
serving the customer to the mini-grid operator and the mini-grid operator
receives cash-flows based on the rate of tariff collection. Given the highly
subsidized nature of tariffs, STEG would likely have to also cede higherdemand customers to also be included under the mini-grid operator purview
to make the project bankable.

·

Hybrid Approach: In this model, STEG pays the mini-grid operator a fixed
fee for its services, but it also provides performance-based incentives if
they can stimulate residential demand above a certain level or if they can
improve billing, metering, and collection rates above a certain point. Mini-grid
operators have expanded their business line to include appliance financing
to stimulate demand in response to these incentives in Kenya, Tanzania, and
Nigeria158. These incentive schemes also benefit STEG; once the mini grid
contact ends, STEG could reclaim custody of these customers and benefit
financially from these demand stimulation programs.

However, while a mini-grid could serve as a “third-way” to improve STEG’s financial
situation, reduce the carbon intensity of the grid, and improve the well-being of rural
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electricity consumers, it is not without its costs. Specifically, it would require regulatory
concessions from STEG, either to allow the formation of an SPV or to cede operational
authority of a community to a private authority.
A comparison of the various rural electricity provision schemes is included below:
Table 8: Comparison of Electricity Options for Rural, Low-Electricity Consuming
Households
Generation
Option

PnP System

Pros

Cons

Cost per
MWh9

· STEG no longer has to
provide electricity to
these customers.

· Highest overall costs of
electricity provision between
the three options.

· Lower GHG content than
grid electricity

· Does not account for potential $150increases in demand. Would
250/MWh
require either a diesel genset
or large battery to fully meet
community electricity demand
without the grid.

· Avoids potential credit
constraints associated
with more capitalintensive projects

· Significant oversizing risk
Traditional
Rooftop
Solar

· No need to change policy
or operational structure

· Credit constraints for lowincome customers

· Cheaper per KWh than
SHS

· FTE subsidy required not
to put unfair burden on
households

· Most economically
efficient method of
electricity provision

· Legal constraints and business
model complexity

· Lower GHG content than
grid electricity

Grid
Electricity

· Distribution
infrastructure is already
built, so marginal costs of
providing electricity are
low.
· Grid Electricity provides
opportunities for
increases in household
demand.

$95/MWh

· Higher Cost to STEG (less than $60/MWh
direct provision but more than
Plug and Play)

· STEG operates at a loss
serving these communities
due to subsidized tariffs.
· Grid electricity is a higher
GHG content than Plug and
Play or Mini-Grids.

$25/
MWh (for
customer)
$35/MWh
Loss for
STEG

9 Calculations/Assumptions in Appendix
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3. Role of Bulk Purchasing for PnP Systems
Bulk purchasing has been employed as a tactic to ensure that smaller-scale
customers can benefit from the effects of large procurement orders. Opportunities for
bulk purchasing of energy-efficiency equipment is discussed in full detail in section
F.1, and the purpose of this discussion is to understand the role of bulk-purchasing/
demand aggregation for PnP systems
and larger scale (>1KW) distributed PV systems:
Bulk Purchasing as it relates to PnP Systems:
·

The major PnP system providers (d.light, greenlight planet, M.Kopa, Zola)
are intermediaries and product aggregators. This means that they are not
producing panels, lights, batteries, or interconnecting cables, but are procuring
them in bulk themselves and putting them together into one system. These
companies already benefit internally from bulk procurement; consumers
would not benefit in the same way if there were bulk procurement of these
intermediary goods as they would with something like a LED lightbulb, since
they are not procuring directly from a wholesaler.

·

Both d.light, M.Kopa, and Zola offer options for intermediaries to procure their
systems in bulk at a discount, but the rate of this discount varies based on
warehouse levels and current sales. From discussions with a former Vice
President of Finance at d.light and the CFO of Zola, these discounts are
typically on the order of a 5-10% price reduction.

Bulk purchasing as it relates to larger scale (>1KW) distributed PV Systems:
·

Bulk purchasing of traditional rooftop PV systems offers more benefits than for
PnP systems because there is the opportunity to bypass system aggregators
and purchase directly from equipment manufacturers. Individual households
or companies typically do not have the buying power to make such deals but
can do so through aggregated procurement mechanisms and/or third-party
orders.

·

Given the benefits associated with project aggregation, but the significant
technical and regulatory hurdles, donors can work with industry groups and
trade organizations to aggregate multiple rooftop projects, pooling risk for
individual customers, getting better rates on equipment, and reducing the
transaction costs for both the developer and the customer.

WRI-India engaged in efforts to aggregate rooftop solar projects for MSMEs and
played the following role throughout the engagement process as shown in Figure 18:
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Figure 19: Key Steps for Demand Aggregation159

WRI’s multi-tiered role in project development catered to the fact that MSMEs had a
variety of different reasons for participating in the study as shown in Figure 19:
Figure 20: Responses from Survey on Motivations to Join Demand Aggregation
Project160

Participants also benefited from local consultants who could help evaluate proposals
and accelerate project development. They also noted that the presence of a third
party “…was useful to demonstrate that there were no conflicts of interest and
that the negotiated terms were beneficial for all the association members. Industry
representatives from both clusters also felt that scaling the installation of SRT (Solar
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Roof-Top) PV systems would require a demonstration, such as that provided by
our project, to bring about an understanding that engaging in renewable energy
procurement is possible for MSMEs and not reserved for larger companies.”161
Additionally, vendors expressed support for the project, because it brought in a
large customer-base backed by an independent donor willing to support project
implementation. In this way, demand aggregation could serve the intended benefits
of bulk-purchasing wholesale solar PV technologies, in addition to additional ancillary
benefits.

4. Summary Table from Targeted Research in PnP, Bulk-Purchases,
and Energy Efficiency
Table 9: Conclusions on Energy Efficiency, Plug and play systems and bulk purchases
Research
Area

Energy
Efficiency

PnP

Bulk
Purchases
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Conclusions

· Energy efficiency measures like PROMO LED and PROSOL FRIGO
can be replicated to a larger variety of appliances, specifically
with applications in the industrial sector. Tunisia can consider
establishing an Energy services company to monetize these
energy savings and finance energy efficiency projects, both in the
commercial and public sector.
· <1 KW PnP systems shift the cost of electricity provision from
the utility to development partners and consumers, eliminates
oversizing risk, and reduces credit constraints. However, they are
relatively expensive on a per KWh basis compared to alternatives
(grid electricity, mini-grids, traditional rooftop solar) and their
small size limits their value when household demand increases.

· Bulk purchasing of PnP systems may reduce costs, but not in a
significant manner. This is because existing PnP system providers
already procure systems in bulk and act as aggregators, rather
than system manufacturers.
· On the contrary, bulk purchasing of traditional rooftop solar
system components (i.e., inverters, fully manufactured panels)
offers both cost benefits and ancillary benefits to beneficiaries.
Specifically, GIZ can procure individual system components
and work with an industrial association to distribute parts. In
concert, they can provide technical assistance, data collection,
and broader deal negotiation for the industrial association and
specific beneficiaries in conjunction with the disbursement.
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5. Follow on Phase for Prosol ELEC Economique
The PROSOL program has effectively reduced credit constraints and improved the
financial viability of rooftop solar and solar water heaters for households in Tunisia.
However, its scope could be expanded to maximize its impact. This expansion in
scope could come in four ways:
1) Expansion to other products (outside of rooftop PV)
The PROSOL program could offer targeted financing to farmers who substitute diesel
generator powered water pumps to solar powered ones. This technology is already
more economical than the status quo but is not more readily deployed because of
credit constraints in the agricultural sector. The program could also provide loans
to households for building retrofits or energy efficiency improvements, which are
discussed in section F.1 on energy efficiency.
2) Expansion to non-residential sectors
Without government intervention, credit constraints can lead to significant under
deployment of distributed solar PV in both the residential and non-residential sectors.
The existing PROSOL ELEC and PROSOL ELEC Economique programs reduce
credit constraints in the residential sector, but credit access remains a problem for
some businesses. This is a product of the following:
·

Lack of liquidity in the broader Tunisian financial market

·

The nascent nature of the renewable energy market (which requires changes
to institutional operating patterns for banks)

·

The capital intensity of said projects, such that even though projects offer
superior rates of return, they often also come with longer payback periods

State-owned financial institutions can offer loan facilities to support SMEs and other
credit constrained non-residential customers (i.e., firms in the agriculture and food
processing sectors) shifting to solar. This can help serve as a proof-point for private
financiers and provide catalytic capital to the market. The government can institute
mandates on these financial institutions to expand their renewable energy loans, as
has already been done in India162.
The government can also offer loan tenors and/or interest spreads less than the
market rate to accelerate deployment. The Cooperative Bank of Kenya offered a
similar facility for small C/I electricity consumers, which led the C/I sector to be the
fastest growing solar segment in the country, with over 50MWp installed as of Dec
2020163. This growth came with near zero state involvement outside the loan facility.
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3) Expansion of financial vehicle offerings
Government facilities can de-risk private sector loan portfolios through a variety of
innovative financial mechanisms. The Jordan Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Fund offers loan guarantees to local banks, directly subsidizes loans that local banks
make to reduce the interest rate and is working to cooperate with Islamic financial
institutions to enable renewable energy financing for SMEs. Other facilities, such as
the Rwanda Catalytic Green Investment Bank (RCGIB) offer first-loss financing, colending options, and liquidity guarantees with local banks164. This is potentially less
costly than direct government loan provision and the Tunisian government could
expand the FTE to meet these tasks. Loan guarantees and insurance schemes offer
the opportunity to reduce the required up front financial contribution from FTE/GIZ,
while at the same time facilitating project development and finance. However, this
policy also imposes additional financial risk in the event the developer cannot service
the debt, in which case the FTE and GIZ are fully responsible for debt service.
Additionally, donors can use grant-capital to serve as a guaranteed off-taker of
electricity. More specifically, they can certify that they will pay for any excess electricity
not consumed on-site or sold to STEG. If a financier is concerned about STEG’s ability
to repay financial obligations, donors can provide a guarantee to the financier they
will cover the difference if STEG is unable to meet its debt obligations. Additionally,
if a developer is concerned (due to the variability of their demand profile) that they
would be forced to either (a) undersize the PV system when considering their peak
demand or (b) oversize their system and be limited by the ruling that STEG cannot
buy back more than 30% of generated electricity. The donor could guarantee they
will purchase any excess electricity generated beyond STEG’s 30% limit. This would
reduce off-taker risk surrounding the 30% purchase rule and relieve counterparty
risk to financiers concerned about STEG’s financial situation. This model has been
implemented in the US through insurance schemes and in Zambia by Africa Greenco
for utility-scale projects but could easily be replicated for rooftop installations165.
The Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC)—Tunisia’s investment vehicle or the
country’s pension funds and national savings—is also well-suited to commercial and
industrial solar investment due to the long-term nature of the investment thesis. A
proposed renewable energy fund within the CDC (co-financed by the AfDB and GCF)
sent out a request for proposals (RFP) in 2019, though the fund has not yet been
launched. While the initial RFP focused on 5-10MW projects, this financing source
could also represent an opportunity for smaller scale projects166.
4) Development of a green bank
Lastly, GIZ could reorient its focus away from funding focused program expansions
and towards providing technical assistance in the development of a green bank.
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The green bank would be able to provide loans, loan guarantees, or other financing
mechanisms to a broad scale of projects within its mandate. This would provide more
institutional flexibility than the existing PROSOL programs and allow for greater longterm self-sufficiency. Green Bank Design Platform recommends the following forms
of technical assistance detailed in Table 9 when it comes to setting up governmentbacked financial institutions for renewable energy.
Table 10 : Role of Technical Assistance for Green Financial Institutions167
Role of Technical Assistance

Stage

Initial Interest in Green
State Financial Institution

·

Generating government, stakeholder buy in

Market Assessment

·
·
·

Funding for market assessment
Performing market assessment,
Stakeholder engagement and approval

Institutional Design

·
·
·

Setting institutional mandate and goals
Legal, operational, and governance structure
Legislation and regulatory approval

Capital Recruitment

·
·
·

Setting capital structure
Securing capitalization
Designing performance metrics,

Start up and Launch

·
·
·

Forming management and operating teams
Developing products
Developing project pipeline

Results Tracking

·

Closing first deal
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Table 11 summarizes the costs and benefits of each PROSOL ELEC Economique policy
approach based on the four assessed expansion strategies.

Table : PROSOL ELEC Economique Expansion Policy Approaches
Expansion
Strategy

New
Customers:
SMEs.
Agriculture,
Aquaculture,
and Food
Processing

New
Technologies:
EE and Solar
Water Pumps

Pros

·

·

Larger electricity consumers than
households, greater opportunity
for GHG reduction

Green Bank
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·

Additional financial cost
from FTE

·

Additional financial cost
from FTE

·

May lead to mission
drift: even though there
is a need for these
technologies, it is not
obvious they should fall
into the PROSOL program.

Significant additionality based
on lack of availability or private
financing

·

Existing under-deployment due
to lack of information or concerns
about first-mover risk

·

Significant additionality based
on lack of availability or private
financing

· Could bring in significant private
capital to supplement the FTE/GIZ
New Financial
Mechanisms

Cons

· Could reduce off-taker risk if GIZ
can act as a “guaranteed off-taker,”
particularly if there are concerns
about >30% resale

· Simplifies the existing piecemeal
subsidized loan process and allows
the FTE to exert authority to provide
concessional finance as it deems
necessary
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· Requires an expansion of
FTE capacity to work with
the private sector, develop
term sheets and contracts
for loan guarantees, first-loss
financing, and results-based
financing
· Requires expansion of FTE
capacity and significant
technical assistance
· May require additional
government/GIZ funding to
jumpstart the bank

G. Conclusion
Tunisia has ambitious renewable goals of reaching 30% solar by 2030. To help reach
these goals, they have been proactive in attempting to further deploy solar to take
advantage of their solar irradiance endowments. Specifically, regulatory reforms to
support more private sector participation in large-scale generation and the subsidized
loan programs facilitated by FTE and GIZ represent movement in the right direction. As
a result, there has been some growth in solar deployment in the country. Yet, distributed
solar installations remain limited below their potential.
Regarding distributed solar, two main barriers remain hindering its deployment:
Access to affordable capital for all segments of society
Favorable regulations

·
·

As seen throughout the report, there is no single silver bullet recommendation to
strengthen distributive solar or energy efficiency measures within the country. Instead,
a multitude of recommendations were identified to assist in furthering distributive solar
and energy efficiency goals. This report provides a landscape of potential policies that
Tunisian officials can consider adding to their toolkit to expand rooftop solar in the
country. Policy changes are not costless—some of these costs may be direct (i.e.,
government capital support) while others will require overcoming regulatory hurdles
(i.e., lease rules, VAT exemptions, 30% resale exemptions). Reforms will require
coordination with government officials (policies to allow concessions for mini-grids or
installation on government buildings or in SOEs), with private sector industry groups
(for project aggregation or bulk purchasing), and with non-governmental organizations
(through loan subsidies and innovative financing mechanisms). This level of
coordination is critical for tackling cross-cutting issues like expanding the deployment
of distributed renewables. However, these changes will also result in a more financially
stable electricity sector, provide resilience and cost benefits to households and firms,
reduce Tunisia’s reliance on natural gas imports, and reduce GHG emissions while at
the same time enabling low-carbon growth.

H. Appendix
1) 2020 Changes to Egypt’s Net Metering Laws
·

“The generation facility must be located within the premises of the electricity
consumer

·

The consumer may not hold a distribution license for the same net-metering
project

·

The total capacity of net-metered solar power projects connected to any single
distribution company may not exceed 1.5% of the peak load of such distribution
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company registered by the meters during the financial year preceding the
contract
·

The total capacity generated from solar net-metering projects (past and
future) may not exceed 300 MW over two tranches: 125 MW for capacities
up to 500 kW; and 100 MW for capacities greater than 500 kW up to 20 MW

·

The installed capacity of the net-metering facility may not exceed the
maximum load of the consumer during the year preceding the commercial
operation date of the facility

·

The total contracted capacity on a net-metering basis for solar projects of
a single licensee or customer of a distribution company connected to the
distribution grids may not exceed 25 MW, with a maximum capacity of 20
MW per single project

·

In case of interconnection on the medium-voltage networks, an additional
study is required, to be performed by the distribution company or a thirdparty consultant at the cost of the consumer/offtaker, to assess the impact on
the grid, provided that no reverse current is fed to the transmission networks
of EETC or any of its customers at any point in time

·

The settlement of net-metering charges for excess capacity fed to the grid must
take place annually, after offsetting the consumer/offtaker’s consumption at
the end of June of every calendar year, at the price of electricity determined
(in EGP/kWh) based on the latest purchase price/tariff contractually agreed
between EETC and a solar energy generation company

·

A new fee has been introduced – a balancing charge – which should represent
the cost of balancing the renewable electricity on the grid, depending on the
interconnection voltage, which is determined by Egypt ERA and reviewed
and updated on a regular basis.”

2) List of Business Models Definitions
Self-Ownership: This is when the consumer purchases the rooftop PV equipment
outright or acquires a corporate loan in order to purchase said equipment.
Equipment Lease: This is when the consumer makes a deal with the equipment
provider to use the solar PV system without having to purchase the equipment upfront.
The consumer makes routine payments to the equipment provider, who takes on
additional risk as project owner but also can charge a premium for the convenience
of leasing the system. This model is most applicable for credit-constrained firms (ie
SMEs, farms, agricultural-processing).
Rooftop Lease: This is when a firm with available rooftop space leases the right to
their roof to a solar developer or utility. They have full rights to the power generated
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on the roof but must make routine payments to the homeowner in exchange.
Private to Private Sale: This exists when a company with a rooftop system will
sell electricity to other interested firms who may be willing to purchase renewable
energy but may not have the capacity/space to do so on-site. The utility is often
involved in this business model because power flows through the existing distribution
network from the source of generation to the source of use, and typically receives a
distribution use of service (DUOS) fee.
Aggregated SPV: This exists when multiple separate rooftop PV systems are all
owned by the same company, who controls the rights to these systems through
a special purpose vehicle. This is most applicable for smaller systems to reduce
idiosyncratic SME and sector risk through diversification.
Community Ownership: This model is most prominent in facilities with multiple
stakeholders that stand to benefit from the rooftop PV facility (i.e., solar PV in an
outdoor market with multiple vendors) or for non-profit organizations that rely on
donations for capital investments. In this structure, there is one party that is responsible
for PV plant operations, but the capital to support project development is syndicated
across a variety of untraditional mechanisms.
Government Procurement: This model applies when the government is the sole
owner and operator of the rooftop solar facility. This applies primarily in government
buildings but may also be relevant for state-owned enterprises like seaports and
mining. Government procurement may also be linked to rooftop lease models, if the
government chooses to lease private rooftops but chooses to maintain control of PV
assets that operate on these rooftops.
Energy as a Service/Direct PPA: This model exists when a solar developer procures
and constructs a rooftop PV system, and then charges the build owner/electricity
consumer either a fixed fee for use of the system (Energy as a Service), or a variable
charge based on the quantity of electricity consumption (Direct PPA). These models
are useful if the household/business faces credit constraints or is operating on a
short-term time horizon. The Energy as a Service model is useful if the household/
business is willing to place a premium on cost stability.
3) List of Financing Sources Definitions
Bank Loan: This includes corporate loans or lines of credit used entirely to finance
construction and development of a rooftop solar plant. This is most likely to be
employed by firms with easy access to low interest financing.
Subsidized Loan: These constitute all loans of a concessionary nature to facilitate
financing for groups where loan-financing would otherwise be impossible or overly
costly. This could include the government or an international donor providing CAPEX
subsidy to reduce the overall loan quantity, a government/donor subsidy to support
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capping the loan interest rate, a government/donor risk guarantee, or a direct
government/donor provision of concessionary finance.
Direct Financing: This is employed if the off-taker is able to make required payments
for development/installation/use of the rooftop PV system off of their existing cashflow streams and do not have to take out a loan of any kind.
Government Grant: This is employed if the government chooses to fully finance a
project either for strategic or equity related reasons.
Crowdfunding: This is employed with an off taker who has large number of potential
beneficiaries, such that they can seek out small grants and/or equity shares in the
project to fully syndicate project costs.
4) Calculations for Plug and Play Systems Comparison
SHS LCOE based on unit price quotes from M-KOPA, D-Light, Greenlight Planet/
Sunking, and GOGLA market analysts and converted to LCOE based on average
system life of 12 years and an assumed 20% Capacity Factor. All price estimates
based on systems >200W and <1KW.
Mini-Grid LCOE from RMI Report “Mini-Grids in the Money” Baseline Cost for a
125kW System with 700 connections168, assuming new distribution, metering, and
connection infrastructure will be required.

Rooftop electricity from GIZ provided financial model (bulk purchase case) with
assumed 20% capacity factor ($482 USD for a 125 KW system)
STEG tariffs from GIZ provided financial model (converted to USD) for 500 KWh/year
customers: $25/KWh (rate) with $61/KWh (cost recovery)
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